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DOVER, N. H., WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25, 1868.

2. Volume XLITL.
wR

Happily I am not left .to. mere theory on try soon. becomes. wild ‘and rugged, %and in grace,” &ec. They will not receive a
this subject, but have*a case in point in ‘one shortly observes 4 burning lamp i
‘baptized tia
person from another
this very state, which I will speak of some- | cars, furnishing the only light that re
denomination
without re-baptizing ‘him,
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, what in detail, as it will present nearly all him. It flashes upon him that he is
though they retain those who “still” their:
I propose to trouble your readers with at ing on the Plutonian shore,—going thraygh own and others’ apples, &e., into, brandy.
At No. 30 Washington §t; Dover, N. H.
this time.
one of the twenty-three < Tunnels’ be- Many are restive under this Hard Shell
LUTHER mn, BURLLY GAME, Agent.
"Seven or eight ears ‘ago I had some tween Parkersburg and Grafton, a distance. rule, and hold their arms open to us-—im-«
All letters on busihess, remittance, of money, &c:;
part in githSiing and’ organizing a small of 104 miles. One of these Tunnels, gust og us to-come in and possess the land.
“should be addressed to the Agent, and all commmunica-~
church'in Bloomfield, about, fourteen miles «east of Clarksbur: gis seven-eighths of a mile d ok
A; D. VW.
tions designed for publication should be addressed to
the Editor,
from New York city. If I mistake not, long. There are, besides; almost innumer,. = TERMS, For one xenn, 3,00; or i paid striofly in
it was ou} first attempt to raise up a church able deep cuts. The soil is-pogr, with pix
Av Ag
%
advance, £2,50.
in the stade of New J ersey. At the time of hére and there a cultivated patch we ved i
YS
= Subseribers in Canada and the other British Provinces; will be charged 20 cents a year in addition to
to
\ the prospects “of the church in between the hills, and! SUI rounded Py :a
Bf
is a good schoolmaster. —
the price of the paper, to prepay
the postageto
were brigh beyond precedent in. the be-’ fence that for material and form rivals. that’ The facts which I here: record ‘may help
Po All Ministers (ordained and Hodhbed 3 in,
yew causes, We procured a of an Trishman’s * tater patch.”
some ong. They relate, to an: excellent
good.standing in the Freewill Baptist Connexion are’ ginning ‘of
authorized and requested to act as Agents in obtaining
preacher
of
t\lent,.
but
unfortunately
his
Ro
who, has for ‘years been wanA
'*GREAT
DOCTOR."
subscribers, ad in Dol] Jeting and forwarding moneys.
preaching “went.
one’ way and his exam®
jgents are allowed 4 per cent, on all moneyd colThe cars that morning were well
. the fold among strangens.i=
lected and remitted ny h
pi sadly enough went the other. The with countrymen who had been dowil to Full of ardor, enthusiasm and ambition to
po BE
gents and’ others should be particular to give
And State) ofA SUDSCHIBOIS IE th
t- Offices { Cot
church
immediately expelled its Parkersburg to cons It a wonderful + Spir- do effective work for Christ, he took the.
ber it, is 1
syhom they make rem
ev
Remembe
gg stor, , "but our cause
had received
a tual Doctor Ho was there practising up- pastorate of a young church ‘at the west.
no the i
of the towns, os ony they reside thai
want, btit the'names of the Post Office at which
Se
Coil blow, and many said its coup’ de ‘on the credulity of the people. Tlie marvels He was just tlie man to do good and. make
receive their papers.
a= All obituaries, accounts of revivals and. 0) hor
grace. But
a few stood by. the cause and | that, accordingto their stories, he’ had Per- mistakes. Dull, slow,heartless men ' do nei° matter involving facts, must be accompanied with the
still stand. - They are persons of true de- formed were marvelous indeed. The! one ther. If takes a live man for both, He
proper names of the writers.
y
d
nominational feelings and - views, who do tenth part of them, if real, would bring’ amil, was alive all over, and through his soul and
not go about asking the leave of others to lennial era upon medical science and the: body. His keen,
original, . impetuous
be Free Baptists, but who rejoice in the lib- world. Tt was instructive to note the type of thoughts leaped like magnetism from his
erty wherewith Christ has made them free, manhood in this crowd. Ignorant, cadaver-- soul; his generous sy mpathies embraced
and who long “to have others made fred ous, Prefs and rel ligionsly SRODfonl- oFinfi- all the “saints. In his marked excellence
: WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25, 1868. ~
4 by our gospel of * freedom. True, since
lay bis peril. His large-heartedness could
wo
—
their great misfortune they have nof- held
| nog
endure sectarianism,
and his ardor
public megtings, and no, meetings at all ly ding this i
Ww ith more
caused him 8 push -his-ideas to . extremés.
My Guide
on-the Sabbath, but freely mingle and work life;
if not with the soul itself. Remarking
* As he fellowshtiped
all Christigns, he askre
with
otheps
just
so
far
as
they
consistently’
ed,
“Why
should
we
not welcome them
to
a
friend
that
one
who
had
lived
onf
the
i know not the way I am going,
can. But they meet from month to month i prairiés could hardly content himself tailive to our chureh ?” This poliex was proposed ;
But well do I know my Guide!
‘in covenant meeting ; they take the names
With a child-like trust do I give my hand
by farming in this country, one of the some ministers approved and some objectTo thie mighty Friend by.my side :
of new-comery of “like faith ; they take an more talkative interposed; * Your prairies ced. Discussion eiisued; other. ministers
And the only thing that I say to him,
afinual collection for our home and foreign mought have- some advantages, but we've protested warmly against the. aberration ;
As He takes it is—** Hold it fast—
missions,—a _ collection which I ‘believe. advantages, toe.” “What ?” we asked. ¢ Ile he became move and niore oarnest ; his will
Suffer me not to lose my way—
usually amounts to more than a hundred and staves,” was the reply—indicating and passions
resenforced his conscience,
And lead me home at last,”
dollars ; they oceasionally haye our preach- about the range of logic and intelligence Shortly this one idea- filled his soul, egeuAs ‘when some helpless wanderer—
ers whe-are passing that way preach and in the crowd.
¢ Ile,”
staves,” and g few pied his thoughts, was the subject of conAlone in some unknown land,
break bread in their meetings, which “are stray
_ Tells the guide his destined place of rest,
+ coons” seem to be the prineipal stant discussion, outshone all other truth,
‘And leaves all else in his hand :
always held in a private house. - In my re- products of thee ountr VY.
seemed to be the one cértain panacea for all
Tis home—"tis home that I wislta reach,
cent visit to them 1 was greatly encouraged,
divisions, discords and dvils which curse
THE ott REGION.
He who guides me may choose the way,
and find that their fellowship is a good ex-the
church. He felt that his policy was in"The
geologieal
features
of
the
oil
regions
And little T eare what path T ke,
‘ample of that Christian affection which in are distinct and peculiar.
When néarer home each day,
In the’ coal dispensable, and that he could not live in a
olden centuries caused the world to say: measures—for there is no coal herei-the church which refused to adopt ‘it.’ So’ he
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N ew Jersey

*¢ Behold, how “these Chyistians love one
another.” Still fivther,
JAvas made glad in

("NTINUED. °

NEW.
Mr. Editor.

Corrrrespondence.

lef

Jn. this

state

of New

Jersey, one of the dldest or’ the olden states,
is a new field for us as Free Bayt:
It
—is new in two senses.
First, in tht sense
_that wé have never occupied it, and, sec

* ondly, in the sense that for our: purpose the
population to a great extent has newly
settled here, or is soon to settle,
The old popul: ition, to a great extent, is
Democratic

in the worst sense : that

their hope and prospgct of building a house
of worship before
nfany more months more
go by. Iam incli ed to believe that they
will lay the foundafions before we see the
snows of another Winter.
This, then, 18 the lesson

we

woiild draw

~mple for hsfhe. brethren and:
from this ean.’
sisters of our disperston a. this state, and
indeed ini all’ places,” When two or »three
can unite in-prayer and conference,
let brotherly love continue ; there let

thet
there

is;. op-

be organization to the extent indicated
posed to the rights of the people as such, above. Wait for: the openings of. Prov“and
in favor of what they call vested idence. ‘Invite our ‘ministers to preach
rights, whether inland or slaves. Thatis, | with you week evénings and Sabbath days,
they are conservatives, in the sense of pre- -as the occasion affordy; gather new ones,
serving old wrongs and preventing progress (for some will be
erted in such meetand improvements.
They are Democrats ings) and take the niimes of new-comers;
in the sense that a majority of them voted make your existence and wants known to
for James Buchanan.
:
the denomination through our papers; and
But a new population is gapidly coming as soon as possible organize Bible: classes
into this ski,
he politics of the state and Sunday schools for the care of your
and the whole tne of society will soon be
own families.
changed by a combination of the newNo great length of time would pass if
comers with the progressives of the older . this course is pursued before some place.
. population.” This place, Vineland, will for public worship could be obtained ; and
- serve as an illustration, though if7i8 too on the whole it is usually best in such new
nearly sui. generis to be presented as a causes to have a small room instead of a
specimen.
A man from Massachusetts, or large -one. One can, therefore, he built "if

some other dastern state, got ‘possession of

five or six
name and

miles
invited

square, gave

it a new

a new population.

Not

less than ten thousand have already come;
buildings of New England style, which is

it cannot be hired to advantage.
-Suth love to the cause,
bide your time,

such

sych

plang’to

patience to
make

haste

valleys have been washed out
agencies, the

corresponding

by

aqueous

strata appear-

region

is sepl passed. aiid the |
appear. The Bills are less

coal measures
rocky and precipitous, the valleys ate sider
and the soil more * productive. Flot#ishing
be

seen,

more show of comfort.
ever, invests

Tand,” ‘and
content

‘England

each

and

houses

extra

dollar

in

in

could

a house

hardly

be

that

how-

doubted

a confession constill delighted in
the

wisdom

of

fel

cultivated tastes,he found in abundance and
enjoyed them;
but he hungered in vain
for picty, for the spiritof prayer, penitence,
worship, the
tender
Christian
feelings

appearance as Parkersburg, with less Jvealth
and less of the new. element.
That ele-

on towards Grafton
still more.
Good

but

had’
He

to the divine testimony. He also mourned
for spiritual fellowship. Discussion, liberal
ideas, philanthropic doctrines,good morals,

in New

rented to a

Farther

the country improves
crops are raised, of

acter should he blac Sey the “rent

iousness which is but an amusing
dfsguise trial commences in earnést.
4
How
for his consciousness of utter ignorance of|’
he | at
RUMORS.
}
anything outside of his little dogrzatig hov- itd
the past week, there have been
el. And these men” are, not! abstrad ions ; rumors of trouble from various sources. It
they are in the country the. potent justices

is stated that in sections of Tenn: and’ Kon- hod
who send children’ to prison for picking
Ltucky, the ex-rebels have had a, secret or
walnuts ‘amd - whortleberries. They have’
ganization, called at. first and. ins different
power over the liberty of such:men as the
‘localities by various. names, but of late
prisoner I'have described; who. could put
aif podenthe name of “Kuthe brains of twenty of them into his small-' known every whe
klux
Khan,”
Its
objeet is said to- ‘besplunest, cranial * bump” without knowing it.
But still more odious, perhaps, is the der, the commission of outrages upon neEnglish church because of the way in which groes and the poor whites: and resistance of
:
it emasculates mien who would otherwise the . Jaws. ‘of Tennessee. The a
be strong. It cuts the sinews of statesmen have: been fully apprised of the character
like Gladstone, just as slavery did those of and: design of the. prganizationy andl” due
Webster, and leads them to uphold the precautions -have ‘been taken
against its
most flagrant and intolerant wrongs, —such further encroachments. There have also
as the “losing of the great universities been apprehensions of ‘an attack on Washagainst dissenters. John Stuart Mill could: ington. from bands of Virginia: garillas un‘not enter Cambridge or Oxford, and Glad- der- the lead of the notorious Mosby, but
stone is the nan whose hand would har the. ‘how much real foundation there is for such
door; were Gladstone's opposition to. the a rumor we are Unable to say. The ex-rebfreedom of the universities withdrawn, no els are doubtless desperate enough to do
one questions that it would instantly be de- something of the kind, if they dared.
In
clared. Thé same thing ruined poor, old | addilion to these, there has been a singular
Lord Broughay, who has ended his, long
rumor to the effect that the leaders of the
career by be
ing president of uc misDemocratic party contemplate tendering to
erable ritualistic order, and consequentially
Chief. Justise Chase the nomination tothe
supporting the Tate Southern Confederacy
Presidency; and that his attitude toward the
.and everything else that is reactionary.
It
impeachment question has been in a meashas levetled better men than these.
Mau- ure® determined” by overtures’ from that
rice has become a mere casuist-with but occasional gleams of clear power; and Kings- | source, . (As it seems to us, however, "the

ley publishes now another edition. of. His
“ Yeast” withall‘* the dreamsof his youth”
expurgated,
and all his indictments of social

whole story is

simply absur

and consistent record

of the

The

noble

Chief. Justice

wrong turned into smiles for a world which

is itself sufficient . evidence against
truthfulness of" 41 such reports.

hag smiled upon him since he abandoned
his trumpet for the wheezy church organ.

GEN, ITANCOCK,
This officer has left New, Qrleans

It robs

Tennyson

of “his

great

hunianity,

now

in Washington.

At

the:
Ri

;

and. is

His: request,

the”

and it prevents.such men as Hughes from President has relieved him from -command
following out the proniise of thelr earlier at the former place, and it 1s belléved to be
lives. : As for thie preaching of 'the English
his purpose to place him in command at the .’
clergy; it is in the average the most artis- latter.
A New Orleans paper has printed
tically-stupid preaching “that can be any- a card, signed by about fwohundred northwhere heard. In a. posthumous fragment ern and western men, endorsing his course.
of Bueklerecently, there is a quotation fron
He is at present a special favorite with the
an immensely, . popular, discourse. of th
‘President. “Gen Reynolds is! temporarily
early reign of Elizabeth.
"It as in praise. at the head of the Sth district, but it is.
of .mediocrity. “God,” said this preacher,
thought that Gen. Halleck will soon he or¢ delighted in mediocrity Tor these reasons : dered to the command.
viz., man

was putmedip paradisi; a vib was

takohontof th midst
ites went throgh the
through the mids ¢ of
put ‘frebrands in the
foxes’ tails. . David's

of man. - The Israelmidst of Jordan and
the Red Sea. Samson’
maddest between the:
men had their gar

ments cut off by their middest.
Christ was
‘hanged inthe middest between two thieves.”

My private bélief is, that this discourse has
been read by, and has been the means of
converting, the great majority of the clergymen ‘whom it has been my misfortune to

Hear.

pret
Events of the Week

-

Washington. Correspondence.
Sr

©
Et

§

%

WASHINGTON, DiC. March 17,
ge”
:
I
25-day in the oe
oy [sg

Drightly™hd

beautifully upon the Capita” and '

the sons of “Sweet Erin,” quite ninnerous*here
as in most of our cities, appear. resolved to improye it to the utmost.
“'A large procession of the
different Irish 0 rganizations is traversing’ the
principal streets
of “our eity as I w rite, ‘and
speeches, masses, banquets and danges are to
complete the programine for the day’s celebra-

tion. ~The face of nature here presents quite a °
contrast with the snow-clad scenery of N. H., up-

peachment on Friday, the 13th inst., and
an important step towards reaching the end
sought. was taken.
The Chief Justice pre-

on which I have so recently gazed,—snow,ice and™.
frost having retired befor“ the advancing steps.
of Spring. . The, grass upon the public squares
begins to clothe them in green—the lilac is putting forth its leaves, and the crocus displays its
blossoms, —all
—t
giving assurance that the rigid
reign of Winter is over and the milder reign of
Spring - cemmenced.
The contrast is: pleasing

sided,

and agleeable.

THE

GREAT

TRIAL.

|© According .to previous

appointment, the-

United States Seniite sat

.asa court

and the managers

on the

of im-

part of the

House "and President’s: counsel were in atwhich culminate in {the prayer meeting and tendapce. The latter preferred the modest
labor for the conversion of sinner§. He request that forty days be allowed to prewas sick of educated, polished, genteel pare fot the trial, the
consideration of
Christianity, destitute of the experienee of which was the only business of the session.
orthodox regeneration.
The broken heart,
The reasons favoring such a delay were

During the
military sta-

tion, and has some good buildings.

om his vision; he
fidentially to make.

The platform was too wide, this liberality
he found to be license, laXity, indifference

“ more

farmi tenant. Clarksburgis a considerable
toa in the midst of a really beautiful’ and
good country,
It has the same old heavy.
ment, however, is increasing.
war Clarksburg was a U. 5

the

of an

A few years sobered him; other thoughts
Mang up; the bright colors had faded
charity,

when worth: his thousands will

himself

and

he treats you with the silence of a sypercil-

Towship which included rationalists, defsts,
and mere pretenders to - faith in. Christ.—

Ww ih

A Virgipian,

Yejoiced, the

were sad;

to embrace persons of every shade of opin-

bord, Ellenboiro, and several other ** Oil
cities” ‘have grivva up in this region.
A BETTER COUNTY,

to

hunters

ion.
That seemed so charitable,“ so Christian, so free from hateftil sectarianism, that
his heart espoused it at once. Then he was
happy... He-had found the true platform,
ind ardently wished, worked and hoped
‘that all saints might soon stand by his
sdde,

[in cotislderable quantities. Petrolia, Pofiis:

farms begin

charitable

ang

The next step was ‘fellowship with Unitavians, because they were liberal and glad

are bent,
variety of

ways.
Thereare no oil, wells along the
railroad or the streams, although Tange
sums have been expended in digging for
it here. It is found back on the hills, and

The oil

Heresy

sober

martyr was glad to be the champion
idea of such superlative importance.

ing -on the opposite sides of the mountains
with nearly uniform dip. But here the
hills have been thrown up from beneath
by igneous forces; and thie strata
doubled and contorted in a great

withdrew.

EY

cn

=

:

In Congress, matters have resumed the quietnesssprevailing before the inipeachment excites
ment arose. Nobody would siippose from any“thing visible to-day in either House of Congress
that they had so receiitly been the theater of the
intense excitement accompanying the’ impeachment proceedings.
This calm is doubtless only
superficial, and beneath - the surface are still
glowing the fires which a breath may fan into a
flame.
The President ostensibly iis busily engaged in preparations to meet his forthcoming trial,
but what new schemes of mischief he” may be
devising none can tell. The pretense that his
only object in. appointing Thomas Secretary of

;

slowly, would raise
rus ten churches
where we can raige up one by the usual
itself a strong contrast with New Jersey process of attempting to set out large at wheat, rye, corn, oats;potatoes, &c. Apples the” tear of penitence, the prayer for mer- presented by Messrs, Stanbery, Curtis and
style, have sprung up.as in a day; land first ; and alittle money judiciously expend- peaches, grapes, plums and cherries flour- cy, the gush of love and tenderness which Nelson of the Pr esident’ s.coungel, while opwhich was a few years ago bought for a few ed upon those who thus undertake would ish finely.. The climate is mild and salu- follow, the prayer and experience meetings, posing
considerations
were' urged by
dollars an acre is now “sold for hundreds work wonders in lengthémihig the cords of brious. Int the _valleys, though there is now seemed to him infinitely more precious Messrs. Bingham, Wilson and Butler of the
than
all
the
gilded
formalism
which
sursome
snow, the grass remains
green
of dollars by the village lot, and ‘the old our denominational tent. °
House managers.
After a secret
dession,
=
through the entire winter—rendering t an roundéd him in his new relations, His
and decaying farms begin ev erywhere to
~The <¢ourse thus impe (fectly delineated,
the
Senate
very
wisely
refused
to
grant
the
excellent grazing country. Coal is abund- logic was still astray, but his heart hungerbloom jas if for the first time they were feel- Jspursued in this place, for) } stance, would
request of the President; and, instead of War ad intrest ts the constitutionality
ed
for
the
true
bread.
mL
ant] selling, delivered,at about four cents
of the tepufe of office act, would seem to be ex“ing the pewer of cultivation. This place is soon ‘give us a flourishing
church here,
The Lesson. -Beware..of hobbies. Deal the desired forty days, gave him. only until ploded by his following up that appointment with
onthe railroad which leads {rom Philadelphia There are already families and members per bushel, or 85 -cents per ton. - It, is of
the 23d inst. to file his answer, to which a continued recognition of him as Secretary of
to Cape May, and only Hhinytwo miles | enough here to justify the Home Mission excellent quality, and the leading vein is ‘tenderly with the erring, Love and patime the court: adjourned.
The President's War, It looks mote like.a design to get control ~~
teince
will
save,
while
severity
is
sure
to
nine
feet
thick,
underlying
all
the
hills.
from the former place.
Society in sending a preacher to: this field
drive them farther astray. Beautiful theo- counsel were manifestly greatly disappoint- of the War Department, ‘in orderito wield it in
In many other places a similar pr 0Cgss is immediately.
If it had the funds, it would
i
FREEWILLERS.
ries without Christ and piety, are worthless. ed at the result; and there have been vari- his interest, than anything else. This design he
going on as to the change of population, be difficult ‘to find a place’ which would
still persists in. Indeed it is characteristic of
In Décember
last a Freewill Baptist The fellowship of love is better than the ous rumors of their disagreement among
though not often in a given locality at the more certainly and speedily yield fruit.
church was founded at Flemington,ten miles fellowship of form. Woe to those who for- themselves and with the President. There Andrew Johnson never to abandon an evil design
‘rapid rate by which this region has been | But I have so many things to say on our west of Grafton, and another at Fairview,
when once entered upon.
fa
Gen. Hancock is coming here. ' His request to
re-peopled. In no western state for the cause in new fields, and on the general sub- three miles south, and off, from the rail- sake the circles of piety, when pushed for are indications, however, that they are preAifty years to come are more new villages ject, of Home, Mission labor, that I must. road. Several have since whited with the heresy. ‘Blessed are they who are made paring for a vigorous defense, and were ex- be relieved from the command of the Fifth Milipected: to be ready to file the Presidents tary Distridt has not yet been complied with, but
a
and cities to spring up, according to the ex- | postpone them for the ‘presest’ and bring Flemington churéhi—two' havigg” BeeR* bap- { more humble and pious by blows.
G. H. B.
answer ori the 23d inst., it was thought if, on consultation, he shall be found sufficiently
tent of territory, than in this old state, if this letter to a close.—D. M. G.
:
tized.
The Fairview church kare making
probable that they would ask for further ready.to do the President's bidding, there is litwe may judge any thing by the changes
Vineland, N. J., March, 1868.
efforts: to build a Chapel.
tle doubt that
he
will be relieved from the
delay. It is said that the House managers
here for the last dozen years.” What is“goL
Severe Criticism.
command. of that Department and installed in
+ “TURNED THEM OUT.
ing on about Phildelaphia as thus mentionwill be. réady to proceed with the trial to- command of the new Department lately created
eo
:
T he. planting « of our standard there has
West Virginia.
ed, is going on about New York atamorerap- |
day,
the 25th, and will push it with all pos- here,
If so, new complications will prabablss,..
. Rev. M. D. Conway; who is well known
| produced quite a ferment. The old Bap| idrate ona geneyral scale inthis state ‘whose
sible haste, Tho Prasident iis. reported to arise needing new: remedies. The decision of the
es
as
a
radié:
il
thinker,
a.somewhat
self-contists have not only turned
out .of.their
Senate, giving only ten’ ‘days in which te answer
chief purpose in the past jas seemed to be
LJ
PARKEHSBURG.
churches such of their numbers as joined scious critic and a thorpughly vigorous writ- have become alarmed respectifig the result, the articles of impeachment, instead of the forty
to connect the two great cities.
and
spends
much
time
with
his
counsel.=
We entered the state at Parkersburg, on us, refusing them letters, but have also re- er, thus expresses his views of the English
asked for, seems to have startled and alfrmed the
..I'he calls for planting our causein the its northwestern border." It has'the air of
The portrait is doubtless over- That he’will be impeached and remov.d
fused ther the use of their houses. of, war- Church.
President and his supporters, and, if any schemes
new states of the west ave imperative, but an old place, recently awakened to a new
ship. The former is a harmigss piece of drawn, but itis not wholly a fancy sketch: from office, is very. generally considered a of rgsistance-are being entertainedby them, will
not more so than in this old state- which is life. ‘Many of the buildings have an old,
give those
schemes new getivity.. The
apbigotry—the - latter ‘must be remedied by’ He says in his caustic and audacious way o | foregone ¢onclusion,
now so rapidly to be renewed. If -in old- hes avy dreamy aspect, altogether unlike
pointment of Hancock to cofamand the
new
I hayg in my life seen many ugly things
the erection of houses of our own,
IT he deCONGRESS IN ‘GENERAL.
-en time it wasdoo near a copy of ‘southern the easy brusqueness of western or New
I have seen slaveholdnomination must help these little pergecut- and mean things.
The impeachment trial does not, at pres- department, andl the acceptance of the command,
+ society for our principles to flourish, the England towns. Others are growing up
ing rule in our Southern States, the rule of ent, seem to be causing any great-del: yin after itwas tefused by General Sherinan and G.
ed but promising bands. They will
oH. Thom 18 (hot ad interim) would have a #inis- :
changes here ave opning tho way for us in” balloon stgde, and with railroad velocity. |
the.
Austrian in. Venetia: popped
ITLLFS the genéral budifess- of Congress. Ort the
themselves
manfully,
“bu...
they
mug
NOW.
a
ter aspect, and ne cossarily give rise ton suspi- ,
as much as tho chankes in the south
eo
On one side of a street there'is perhaps a have ‘aid.
ings in Ohio, the: dynasty of Louis Napo- other hand, work is manifestly the order of cionof evil designs on the partof the President.
openjng the way for
lore; an
is
“
block of old buildings with a veteran pave:
. THE OLD DAT 18TS..
:
leon ; but the supremest ugliness, the most
state and Pennsylvanig form the properco n- ment, and on the other vacant lots and’ no "The old Baptists have he cetofore held al bystein: tized Wpeanness, I" have ‘ever setn ‘the d: ay, Ourweaders will be plad to learn Unfortunately his character and eonduet are such
that any evil intention imputed to him is not !
necting links betwebmns the ensh’ 3% our pivement af all. In other places * modern, most undisputed syvay in this part éf the- seems to mo that of the English church, that the House has passed the Lill exte md- deemed improbable.
reve Wp
ing
the,
Freefimen's
Bureau
to.
one
year
New Bouth,
The Senate to<lay has been buried upon the
During: the war tho. preyailing andthe ministers. thereof. There are, inYankee expross office or ‘a variety shop country.
from next July... It is to be hoped tht the bill fpr the relief of ipfnufuctuross-from internal N
“This morning I. ¥ied up tho’ Morning ‘abuts on an old Virginia mansion--a resi- influsgces among. them were pC
decd, a -few. exce ptions—much
fower, 1
Senate will spec edily endorse, its action. The tax: thot, and it is hoped ofthat Congress
Star here and read tho timely words of dence mayhap
he
of some sécesh F. F, V.,— tive"—in, plain yankee, Seqesh;’ and the think, than is generally supnosed in. AmerBro. Rowell
‘on the important ‘subject of It is evident] estined to be a place of con- same men and influences, seem still ta dom- iva—but the vast majority of. the church House has also passed a bill providing that able soon to Perfict the bill and relieve our home
denomination,
which is “so far from siderable importance; as the pott of supply “ingte amqug them. ., There ds a lange ele- ministers are’sclfish, coarse, and utterly ig- in case the Chief Justice is unable to pers industries from the burden of taxation, “The bill
has been reported to the Senate by the commits
. sectarianism that-mo- candid mind ought
for a large country, as: one- of *the ter- ment among them, how aver, who are-loyal norant of ‘what 18 around them.” If you form his duties from. any eause, the next tee on Fitianee with certain amendments retainover to confound them: I refer to denominto the core, ahd: very, restive under this meet thé church ¢lergyman, and in the oldest justice in e6mmission shall ‘temmini of the’ Baltimord and Ohio railroad,
x

ationalism

at this time, because it, is easy
and where the Ohio river is oventuglly. to rule, and. will hail the advent of Fyeewill
t0 sow that™if our Ppeoplé would elierich it a
{Bi \ptisgs with délight, ds a incans of escape
be bridged.
i
.
little, thiy stato : wou Jn the cofirse of
{rom the liateful thraldom of se cessignism.,
:
FACE OF THE COUNTRY.
twenty or t irty. years, te completely -dot-

uted over &iy our. ghmrches,
gitor a Jitdle upen

Allow

the; way jin.

me

to

which “this

oper denominattonal aftachiment would
In this state embody itself in churches, durGi tho. remaining yes of his century.

"From

Parkershin‘e the railroad winds

& while up the Little’ Knnawha

for

river, that

rolls nlong sluggish and slimy—the Jatter
qu ity being the result of petroleum that
has

ptr ed

from.

tho

Springs’

along y its margin farther up,
[

and well

But the coun

LJ

course of conversation

it appears

‘that

you

porar ily take his place,—an’

important aet,

especially at this juncture. The bill for the
are not a member of his church, he at once
astumes that you are’ a’ m mbar of the admission of” Alabama nreets with anexpec +8 opposition from Thad. Stevens and
These old Baptists also cling with a great | own Cagliolic church; and ve ging cither
“deal of tenacity « tgs the aM~Calyinistic Jo argue against transubstantiation’ (if an others, The House bill, vémoviny the tax
Ti Doctrines of Grace.” Their Associa: avangelical ); oiato show that thore is, very Lon certain manufactures has passed the Sen| tions soldomefail of be ink delectate ed -with littte difference. betwe en: Anglicanism and
ate with important
amen iments, . The
professions of 10y: alty to *“personil. uncon® ‘Romanism (if He be a High chute hman).* game body has also passed other important
ditiomal éleetion,” “once in grace always Af he finds you dre an inde pende nt thinker,
hills.
It is well that matters of this ¢h r:

-

a
A

N

-

/
3

-

{ng tho tax on a few articles exempted. bythe
original bilk: but, if passé with the amendments
reported, the effect of the bill will still be to re-.
lieve the great bulk of the. manufactures of the

country fr om internal ty axation,—thereby giving,
it is hdperl, “a fiew~ Imi] to tho manufacturing
.
industiy of tha country.
The fron railing
ig the old Hall of, Represents

tives, which enclosed the Statuary off exhibition
there, lias bean removed, ‘mitch to the, AMpraves
ment of the old Hall,

~

v
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a
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cumulations of history, the nobleness of her-’ and Joy.

appears. in earth and sea and,sky,—all there
| is in home and schpol and sanctuary —all

’

‘All things

are yours. »

1 Cora Bio.

there is. in the innocence of childhood, the
vigor of ‘maturity and the venerableness of
age,—all there is.in‘ the storied past, the

: /

* orders of being, till it culminates in'God. In

our own lifé these sudbessive steps are seeix.
Between the cirgulation of the
digestion

and

the

blood

and

prayer, between

Christian martyr’s

fai-

-umphant death, there is a vast stretch of
what we eall life, —wherein are included
appetites, instincts, thoughts,” affections,

_ and deeds that show the vigor of muscle or
the might of, will...
The
lower forms of life are “meant to
wait on and serve the higher. The soil min-

ww

isters to vegetation ; the plant nurtures the

2
i»

:

Shalls

yielding and Te

cross, shall unfold

patience

.

“4. These words suggest that thoy Serious-

ly and sadly®histake who suppose

live-andbe strong;

we tojl that we >

that true

his moral perfections ; and this last is the
x

of seeking.

We have reached the goal

now. There is nothing higher to be aspired
to. Thelast object has been found. Life
culminates in character. It finds its completeness in being at one with God.
All things serve us, theréfore, when “and
as they ministersto this spiritual growth.
. All things are harmful i Proportion as
* hinder that growth.
ives
ever
he bestows that it may

build us

up

in

this

highway.
He is intenhon that result, and
bids us work with that
¥v8r in our eye.
Forthe sake of this object he gives us all
the treasures of the universe. Nothing
is withheld,
nothing
denied, nothing
needlessly delayed. He says to those

who

are

intent ‘on .this

things are yours.”

object, ‘All

And lest the statement

might be taken at a discount, he goes on to
specify and

to mention just those things

which an untaught 6r a distrustful heart

form

of settled Christian

conviction

that

abides in the truth ; in affections turning so
steadily toward God that no worldly influences can draw them

downward

or aside;

in the firm purpose which ever incarnates
duty; in the energetic work which adds
some

new

thing

to achievement

in

proof

that the day has not been lost or misspent.
The sternest rebukes which God puts into the
mouth.of any of the old prophets are uttered over the lack of spiritual life ; and all the

beatitudes which light up the "gospel are
dropped upon the heads of those whose souls
are growing up into the likeness of God. The
whole material world is meant to aid in the
true culture of the soul; and but for the
great need that men should become trué
sons of God, the Bible would never have
been written, nor the earth pressed by the
Messiah's feet. = All these gifts of God, laid
at the .feet of men,

come

to

assert

the

duty of spiritual development, to encourage our effort in seeking it, to assure us of
a divine sympathy in our reaching after the.
boon, and to exhibit “the responsibility of
leaving it unattained. We may set little
value upon this object, but in the balances.
of the sanctuary it outweighs all earthly

would be likely to except. Read over the
list: ¢¢ All things are yours; whether Paul,
or Apollos, or Cephas, or the world, or life,
fortune’; we may be heedless, but God is
or death, or“things present, or things to thoroughly in-earnest. The greatness of
come; all agh &ours.” Surely if all these his gifts shows the worth of what he would
things are given into the possession of men ‘obtain and the sacredness of his demand.
|
* in order that they may be built up by means
3. These words suggest that there is. a
of ‘them into the glory and the joy of morpower in the soul, enabling it, in accorom] character, then nothing else that is needdance with God’s arrangements, to draw nufur will be withholden; and
ese may
triment for its best qualities from the whole
all minister to the high ond ”
are
circle of life and experience.
set to seek, then few things are wholly lack“ A]l' things" are yours,” is the bold but’
ing in the power to yield strength and gladyet
the true statement: made to the loyal.
ness unto the true soul.
and
loving spirit. ‘‘ All things work toThese words suggest much. “The lessons

*
i

which they offer are instructive, cheering | gether for good to them that love God,” is

and practical. Only a few of them can be
drawn out now, and even these must be

* briefly stated.
>

'

>

~ 1. They suggest the. bountifulness of
God's gifts to the human soul.
Men are apt to give sparingly and with
calculation. They often dole out in a stin-

y spirit.

They bestow as though fearing

an assertion not

easy to believe,

perhaps,

but it is not an eastern metaphor, exaggerating a partial truth into a complete lie, when
‘a believing heart interprets it. ‘It may
seem worse than a paradox to-a wordly or
an aimless soul, but it is one of tht ‘highest
truths in the estimation of him who is: one
with God and a laborer together with him.
|- There are illustrations all about us. What

There isno need that any soul

be required, The Great Husbandman has a
right to look for choice and abundant fruit;
to offer nothing but leaves is to merit no ordinary condemnation.
And no fruit but
that of the Spirit is real and acceptable. The
products of unsanctified intellect, of merely
worldly enterprise, of the strong will -that

‘them unused.

to

which goes with it, in the self-denial from
which it springs, in the whole-hearted

con-

secration which it expresses. The clear eye
‘of heaven may see that
it is a gift both no-

ble and beautiful jon its spiritual side, like
the two mites of the widow ; but it may go |
only a Tittle way in helping the needy, in’
relieving suffering, in satisfying- ‘hunger, in
clothing nakedngss, in bringing plenty to
the homes of ‘the poor. The hirt may have
generosity enough to brighten all” the dark
parts of the world; but there are no posses- sions that can be used as benedictions for
mankind.—And men do not always know
what is needed and when to bestow. They
open their hands, hut the gifts fail to meet
the wiints of those who take: them, or come

too late | for benefit. Théy mean bread;, butt
what they offeris but a stone. They excite

Lm

hope only to mock it, though without inten-

and dews. that bathe its stalk

and

set

in

cause, and let character and grace direct
their exercise; give of your best -to God;
on God's” altar- offer your rarest endow.
ment, your finest - capacity ; but let conscience and spirituality and high principle

"

Chips:

up

by

So
Sur

er who; «
giierpLises,
¢ en-

is with the rear rank, disco

tire host. A covetous deacon 13° owe

to

paralyze any church, and those brethren did
well to drop the proposed candidate. Pere.
Japeind that or in some other church they . *
ffered from such a misfortune.
But why not make the test ‘wider still
y speak of property consedhation only ?
Ought not a deacon’s allto be consecrated
son. , Bh aly

of course, but also his
i

all

hie politi behisfice, ia 80 that he shall be
able
to say with Paul, + For
or

me

to

live is .

fore the

cloud

received him out of

their

‘sight, he commanded them not to depart
from Jerusalem, but ** wait for the promise.

of the father.”

en

ora)

3 same ‘three

?

as-

the inside of the church ?
But in order to have a
consecration of property by the churth, there must
bé a total consecration of themselves by the
with power from on High. “Wait not in
t “to be genuine must
com Als n —
| eav
nothing uncareless indifference, but with the ‘*house- be ers:
*
ne
of the
hold of faith,” continue in prayer and dedicated, Nr
» in ordero attention,
price.” It may )be,
supplication. In this manner,
believing with pro
th one’s body, or mind,
that Christ is able and willing to per- or an
ie but it will
to all the
form all h¢ has promised, let Christians man
has; and write the ko
's name on |it.
«with one accord” meet the conditions re- Less than this is not discipleship, which reqitired, ‘ahd see if the powers of darkness quires us in spirit, if not always in eutward

isin the church ;—there maybe wrong doing,
there may be personal enemies there; yet
depart not, but wait till you are endued

—OP Bo

upon

act, to forsake all that we have, and follow

every

Christ.

glorious manifestation of

the spirit ‘of God. - There is a woe pronounced against those who are at ‘‘ ease in
Zion,"—a

curse

upon

Meroz

who

The

—Weré it not for the scorching drought
we should not appreciate the refreshing
shower.

With less conflict,

wé

houldhave

by a cloudy evening.
——Can we
from

its clay, will

be capable

freed

of seeing,

As Louis Burger, the2 rel}

Homeless. Saviour.

The couch where slept a God.

The stern old mountains never knew,
Nor isle, nov rock, nor sea,

«Nor wondering earth, a pageantry

-

=.

hearing, feeling, thinking, remembering ?
So'bright as circled Thee,
i
As well may we “question the faculties. of | N6 dwe]ling-place! but low and sweet
God, for the human soul is a miniature deThe winds sink down and die;
ity, or thei image of its Creator.
And all the long night angel fect
——1If there was but one sinner on the.
earth, heaven
would be
interested for
him, and for his salvation. should all the

millions of earth labor and pray.

——The kingdom of Christ advances ‘by
conquests, which, instedd of desolating
fields, making widows and orphans, breeding crime and woe, causes the desert to rejoice and blossom as the rose, changes the
wilderness to a

fruitful field

and

carries

gladness and peace to every heart.

~—How highly do mgn prize
life so crowded with ills!

What

this short
sacrifices

randum book, he wrote for a few

In shining ranks go by.
* Time’s startled kingdoms never okie
‘A song which deeper swept,
>
Than when der earth in music broke
This anthem, “Jesus wept,”

and’ handed it to the

2
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To guard Thy plage of rest.
Not where to sleep? Methinks within
Each islewand mount, and sea,
Struggled a thousand prisoned tones,
O Christ, to welcome Thee.

.

copies struck off; here is the money for it.
Get a license from the prefecture of the police, and sell them at two cents a copy, and
you will have bread on the spot.
The
strangers
who
vieit
Paris
cannot
refusé
this
!
tribute to the name of’ God, printed in so
many different ways.”
The barber did as he was bidden, and was
always seen at the entrance to the Exposition, selling the following handbill :

The prisoner knows his cell;

<

~~

moments.

saying, *‘ Take

| THE NAME OF GOD IN FORTY-EIGHT DIFFERENT LAN~
, GUAGES.

The wanderer has his bed of straw »
The gray old eagle’s eyrie saw.

man,

this to a printing office and have a hundred -

~The palace gate hath’ sword and spear

To shield its royal breast,
Only fhe great deep stars were here

known author

and
philologist,
wa
in the Avenue
des me
Elysees ny) other day, he
heard a familiar voice exclaiming: ‘‘ Buy
some nuts o Jor | as, sir;
si twenty cab Hn
penny!”
He
up and recogniz
old barber..
‘What! are you selling nuts?” said he.
“* Ah, sir, I have been unfortunate.”
“But this is no business for a man like
ou.”
“Oh, sir, if you could only tell me.of
something betterto do, " returned the barber with a sigh.
Burger was touched, He reflected -a moment ; then tearinga leaf from his memo-

Not where to lay Thy head? Methinks
The grand hills Thou hast trod, ~
.
‘Were proud to wind their green arms round
-

doubt that the, soul,

k

= “Names of Gol.

S. 8. C.

“ The Son of man hath not. where to lay Nis bead.”

is followed

cause

“came

Luke 9:58.

victories, with less trials, less joys.

——Many
a sunny- morning

fact with pre

laborers, or his treasury’ fands P— The Ad=
vance.

not up to the help ‘of the Lord against the
mighty. »

When this shall be

fessed believers, will the Lord's

in bad men.

_|less

S——————

‘not. backed

When Jesus was assembled with his disciples for the last time in bodily form, be-

soul through the

much soiled ; so a little fall} in"a good man

Graces.

A

a
som of a religious
in many of. the’ most important

Waiting. . ©“:

be not shaken, and fear come

attracts more attention thin gress offenses

motion the

with acceptance defore:

Br

nor covetous i

A white garment appears werse with
slight soiling than do colored garments

pend chiefly upon the life within t. Set
in the same garden, - that shrub shall turn | It is often a matter of regret that the intelthese elements into the beauty. and fra- lect, the tongue and the conscience of: mangrance of the rose; that virile shall blush kind are not in perfect accord. Were but’
crimson ‘with Strawberries ‘that tree shall
these three forces to combine” they would
hang its boughs with peaches whose tinted
son.
conquer the whole world, or at least
‘cheeks mock ‘the skill of the painter and
they
would
form a holy alliance of mighty
whose flavor gives: an epicure a new luxury ;=-while close at -hand, ministered unto power for the conversion of the world to
by the same elements, there are weeds that Christ, For the union of these forces in
offend the eye, and briars that” lacerate the religion .the church must ever labor and
limbs, and noxious plants that put a poison pray ; it needs the triple strength which they
into the blood. So among animals. The afford, and cannot be expected to advance
food that here ministers to‘beauty in. form and prosper but through their aid. In .anand to strength that waits to serve us, cient times this combination was found
there develops the repulsivé aspect which essential iin all great enterprises. In Israel's
repels the eye and the savage ferocity that education and exodus God's word shows
puts our life in peril.
them working together. for the common
It is so with human souls. » What we ex- good. Moses was learned in all the wistract from the world and from life about us dom of the Egyptians, and was, pre-emidepends chiefly upon what we. are, Some
nent as a man of God also. Aaron was
:

oo

lia

hd

enriched us with the treasures which are

leaf, de-

the Holy Spirit to, roming

of Cornelius,
ac-

no alms, and therefore not

every one, whatever the gifts, talents, op- is it necessarily - united with" talents, sociated again) who is an idolator, hath any
or a great name. We must heed inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and of ;
portunities, specialties, the kingdom ‘of learning
the
command
of our Lord, * Depart not God.” Very close preac
-is that! It
God furnishes a sphere of holy -service and
from Jerusalemy but wait for the promise Plainly leaves some men on ie outside of
a field of eminent usefulness.
aven's gates, and why should they be on
of the Father.” Wait in Jerusalem ;—that
‘Bring, then, your gifts to the common

~~

currents that grow deeper ard stronger till
they have filled us with all his fullness and

unlike
those

in tongue, but he. 1ad sterling qualities of be scattered. And so he bade them wait for
character, dnd God placed him first among the comforter, the inspirer and giver. of
power.
his people and gave him Aaron as his
Their Master's word had never failed
spokesman. Aaron was not fitted to be a
them, and they now trusted him and went
great spiritual leader and guide, but his
into an upper room, where they all contin- thy that deacons must bé ** blameless,” and
service is valuable when words are needed
ued with, one accord in prayer and supplica- | must ‘hold the mystery of the faith. in a
re conscience.”
and rites and ceremonies have to be ob:
They had hoped after their Lords | Bui Jot us be impaétial and
nd thoraughly
served. -Moses would perhaps have been | tion.
resurrection
that he would ** restore again | Christian in-our reasoning. ‘Who autherizabashed and dumb before the king of Egypt the kingdom to Israel;” but their hearts es us to require consecration of ministers
and the wayward Israelites, but for an fainted not when he left them, for they be- [ and deacons,
and not of all professed ChrisAaron to speak for him; and -Aaron would’ lieved his word. The command was. to do tians?" Must the general an his staff mo‘patriotism of the army;
or
assuredly have drifted with the people in- it; and so day after day they assembled; nopolize the
to the abominations of Egyptian idolatry and ds they talked’ “and prayed together, the must each . on ate and drammer-boy y be
equally - patriotic” with the ST
Dtorin.
but or a Moses to rebuke his weakness and intensity of their’ earnestness increased till chief, though
called upon for quite different.”
stimulate his courage as a saint of the all extraneous thought and feeling were duties ?
hat, shall be done with. covetous
Lord.
y
y
overpowered by the one ‘absorbing cry for church members, who *“have not consecrat- The kingdom. of God presents a wide the coming of the Holy Ghost. - They need- éd their property?” The Master provided *
no place for them; for he said, to a oung
field for active service, and we may always ed the preparation obtained by waiting, man of that character, * Go and sell that
find our place and work in it. = Genius and and the victories of Pentecost indicated the thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou
piety, talent and character, intellect, tongue greatness of the blessing which their tarry- shalt have treasure in heaven, and come and
and conscience are all needed. For the ing . secured. No human genius however follow me.” He also said to his disciples, : man
of deeds
and the man of words, eminent,
no ‘natural eloquence however “lf any man will come after me, ‘let him
deny mself and take up his cross and folfor those who have the gift of song and wonderfil, could accomplish such reshits. low me,” and when he told the story of the
those who have the gift of prayer, for the It was a. miracle of grace. Thé power of rich fool, he added, * So is he that layeth u
pioneer and the organizer and regulator of: God conferred by the Holy Ghost was pres- Sreasure for himself nd is Jot sich tov
»
was as little inc
to
enterprises, for wealth with its superflui- ént to convert and heal the people.
the covetous any church
A
This is what Christians need si
a
ty and poverty with its rich and ripe expefor he wrote to the early saints'in this style:
rience, for the gatherer and dispenser of re- gift of the Holy Ghost, that they may re- ‘But fornication and all uncleanness, of
ceive
power,
and
through
their
efforts
souls
sources, for those who go like Joshua to
covetousness (bad company he puts. it in),
to say, *“ What shall we do to let it not be once
, as bethe fight and those who tarry by the stuff, be brought
. for this ye know
for Moses with the rod of God and Aaron be saved?” But this gift cannot be purno whoremo!
nor
person,
and Hur who stay up his hands; for all and chased with money, (Acts 8: 20), neither

as the chief Guest and acknowledged Lord.

Then will our poverty of spirit begin to give
place to a royal" abundance ; helps to our
weakness -“will offer themselves on every
hand ; and what we had counted calamities
ready to smite will rove so many “forces sent
for our defense. God himself will come to our
desolate natures as spring comes to a New
landscape,

of prayers,

companied by

He knew the place was full
‘ever our endowments, there is a sphere” for of enemies who would abuse and persecute
their use in God's service. Moses was the them, and that when he was gone they
meekest of men, aot bold of fice nor fluent | would be tempted to flee from danger and

Tilt one has welcomed by higher ministries which God's gifts yield, e can know but
little of the real wealth which blesses a true
life. And these are welcomed only when he bear the sway. Let Aaron with his gif
who has long stood at the door of the heart, and eloquence and Moses with his grace and
seeking admission, gains our glad consent godliness unite and: work together, and
that he enter with all his train, and hears great willbe the gain to
| the church and
our earnest prayer that he will ever abide kingdom of God.—T.G..
He

an excess of generosity or an exhaustion of
perfect ahd eternal. - .
resources.—And when their hearts prompt a plant shall take up from the soil and air,
them to be liberal they may Jack the means. and whatit shall make of the earthy mat- |
‘What they offer may bé precious in the love ter at its root and of the sunbeams and rains
Gifts and

oX

of the toil that

heaps up only perishable riches,—these
products will never meet the demands of
duty nor satisfy the expectation of Him who
sees acceptable lives only in the service of
loyalty and love. . All his gifts are meant to |
ennoblé and render fruitful the spiritual nature ; and no matter what élse we may offer.
him, so long as we present only a shriveled
soul and the record of a life out from which
no Christian beneficence flows. . Na other
testimony will be needed to prove that a
sad and criminal failure has been made out
of life, than the fact that God has crowded
our sphere with such resources and stimulants, and that we’ lidve perverted or left

England

e-

>
:
But Moses breasted the whole | dwell in.
currgnt and turned, it, :and _interceded be- | ——The woman whip privately . touchedfore God for the forgiveness of the sirf of Jesus! garments and was healed, - was not
the people. It is one thing to be-intellectu- suffered to go away without making a pubally gifted and angther to be morally great; lic acknowledgement before: the whole con-»
fit iis one thing to have a fluent tongie and gregation of what Christ ’had done for her.
——As the little bee goes from flower
‘another to have a Fesolute: will and a sterling and unswerving conscientiousness. The to flower gathering her precious stores, so
“man of words” is to be’ esteemed and the Christian mind may gather, from all the
honored for his word's sake; but the man incidents of life, lesons of wisdom.
y
J. HAYDEN.
of character, of holy consecrated ‘life and
steadfast principle, has the real primi :

be poor nor any life fruitless when God
has dowered the one with such a fortune
and offered to the other such enriching influences. Much has been given; much will

never, turns: dwaid God,

mu

irc pianee or it

the stream.

With such gifts granted us, it will be ‘a
sad and shameful thing if we make no such |
use of these resourses as results in accepta-

ble fruit.

into’ unyorited Tberality ; but often the Bre. ’
for either self-respect or, the desire o Bpprobation; Then
we seé a specimen of fai
without works;

‘of mondy is too stro

and idolatrous ‘ impulse "which |}

swept him along .and he lost control of ‘will bécome too dusty for

religion cuts men off from rea) good
{
and
| manly satisfaction.

4 true ** Muscular Christianity” appears in the

become, in our auman measure, like God in
end

rising tidé of im-

= ~Theftemvle
broke forth among the people ifi the ab“ence of Moses, Aaron could “not stand ; it’f sw ept with thé broom

animal; the animals bring gifts to man;
the body is set to be the servant of the soul ;
intelligence is meant for the development of which he bids #s attain. If'is the only end ened that the meaning of what we behold
.
character and to render achievement both with which ‘he will be satisfied. - It is the may be no longer mistaken, to receive the
“y+ certain and noble; and the chief'end of end to which he sends all thése influences gift which includes all others—the gift of
\ man is'to glorify God. Nothing isi isolated. and gifts to minister. He is forever assert- the Holy Ghost, to accept the ministry. of his
Everything is included in a plan. No form ing our obligation to become men and grace so that it shall be a savor of life unto
of finite existence is an end to itself; it ful- women in. spiritual stature and power. life. The call which reaches us is like that
fills its mission only when it ministers to *“Thy God hath commanded thy strength.” which reached the pr
1 in the far counsomething higher.
“*Seek first the kingdom of God and his try,—a call indeed which cut off the; supply
Moral goodness, properly understood, is righteousness.” ‘The kingdom of God is of husks that aggravated his hunger, but
an end ; and the joy which is born of it is not meat and drink, but righteousness, and only that he might feast on the fatted calf
- an ultimate blessing. - We eat that we ma
peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost.” The amidst the rejoicings of the. household.
‘|
satisfy desire ; we study that we may possess
. knowledge ; we subdue the animal passions
and stimulate Christian love. that ‘we may

opping
than dressing, and
. he farm, soon becomes.

temper and a vidlating |

purpose. = Against “the

The law of a Christian is duty; and if
there be the tene Christian spirit, the way eof
‘magnetic present and the wonderful future, duty will be chosen ev en when -it promises
~all that is suggested by ‘cradle lullabies, nothing but hard andi - ‘self-denying service,
and martial airs to-which thé feet of moral Yet inward satisfaction is the fruit grown
heroes keep time, and funeral hyghs | rising: oii, the soil of duty—Tfruit that never fails to
over the coffins of those who sleep in Je- ‘appear when the vineyard into which Christ,
summons his servants is entered and the toil
sus all these thihgs are God's gifts to. the,
properly accepted. These gifts of God are
human soul, that it may rejoice in its “abnn-_
not seen, and understood, and made to_do
dance, and learn iow much it owes the Giv_the needful work for us, till we occupy. the
er; and see how needless is spiritual poverplace of a servant and carry the heart. of a
ty, and cease- to be content: with a partial
child. Till then they lie about’ us and we nence.
provision,and ask how it should Use its over- see them not, or we handl¢ them wij out | ‘When we see the man of its and the
flowing wealth.
| suspecting their’ value, or we keep the heart man’of graces influencing - each other and
2.- These words suggest the importance shut against the best influences which they working together for the glory of God, we
which God attaches to. the. spiritual ‘life. offer us, or we pervert them and they work have a fine illustration and example of:
To promote this spiritual life is the end out only mischief. Christ. calls us to open our value ,of co-operation: God has not
which he seeks. It is the end which he eyes that we may behold our ..great inheri- dowedus all with the same capacities,
holds steadily before the human eye and tance, to have our understandings enlight- at least not in the same degree. But what-

Life’ “exhibits itself iin a series of gradations.
Tt runs alt the way from the lowest vegetable
to the noblest man, and then: reaches up,
we do-not know through how many (or what

* the ascent of a believing

crocs. to the’

| oistn,
the elevation of saintship,—all that

‘BY T.E. 8:

PH men ES

oo”

cernment of science, the wisdom of philos-

| ophiy, the magnetism of ‘eloquence, the ac- "his glory and. ninister to:the inward Wehlth

~ Sermon.
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SPIRITUAL WEALTH.

NUH,

STAR: DOVER,

MORNING

TEI

Hebrew,

Elohim or Eloah,

Chaidc, Euan,
£4

*

Olala

Gorman andsits, Gott.
6
emis

ae id Turki, Alah,
Duel,
od
“will they not maketo preserve it, and yet
The meteors where they fell ;
;
tion.—And men: often become weary of genMalay,
la,
Englis| od! Old Saxon, God.
The white waves éapped with spray are furled,
;
Teutonie, Goth.
erosity and dedse to. bektow. ~ Finding in- there are that, like stunted shrubs, “have gifted with eloquence; and though of fee- they disdain the offer of eternal “life !be
the Magi, Orsi. Danish and Swedish, Gut.
‘The red sun seeks the west,
Od
, Tout
- Norweglan, Gud,
gratitude or improvidence in
i the recipients, little absorbing power. Though God gives bler principle and less dominating conscien- | —~—We may easily forget the important '
A
Tout.
Slavic, Buch.
But, peerless Monarch of the world,
odern Egyptian,
nn.
Polish,
0
they cut’ off the ' stream of bounty - and them all things on which to- féed, they . go tiousness, he became the prophet of his events of yesterday, but can never forget
Thou hadst no place of rest.
Greek, Theos.
C
A
perpetually hungry and lean in spirit. There
Th
4
etan,
Thios. +
‘
pnd.
re
Jeave want and weakness to their fate.
younger but more distingtished brother the simple incidents of childhood, or oblit- |
—E. A. Ki inney.
ar
Te
Fit
. God's beneficgnce is not like this. He| are others who; like the air-plant, seem to | and useful co-adjuter in the servrvice of
Low
Latin
4
gives out of resources that cannot be ex- be cut off from nutriment; but still they so the Lord. : The lessons which their lives tant then that the first impressions upon
; Qoltlo and O 1d Galle,
Diu.
Fetizo
1
Rain.
A
Grave
Objection.
inhale
food
that
they
carry
greenness
axd
+ hausted nor lessened ;—out of a Jove-shat
and work read us are worthy of no- the soul of a young immortal be’ godly!
Dios,
."*
Coromandel, Brama.
rtuguese, Deds.
. Magatel.
Ee
Lor oe San)
Ny!
aa
overflows all finite channels as the Nile over- blossoms, all the life-season through. The tice in times like ours, when character is
Id Ge
Diet.
Persian, Sire.
——As to the niked eye the Beverly
“There was a conversation among a group Provencal,
y
Chinese, Pussa,
spreads
at its flood ;—out of a wis- rue heart ean suck strength aid sweetness often ranked ‘lower than talent and a “bodies appear to be small and insignificant,
apanese, Goerur
of Christian brethren as to an appropiate | J2F Breton, Doue.
, Zennar,
. dom that
rns the precise want and sends from all ‘sorts of things as a ¢hild finds splendid name is thought more noble than 80 to the natural heart of man the things of man to fill a vacant deaconship.. A certain IIrish, 1, Die.Dio, ~ i
vlan, ‘Puchocamae.
+
just the right gift to meet it;—out of a them in an orange; others draw nothing a useful and godly life.
rother4n
the church was named, who had
religion appear to be of trifling importance,
A few days after, Burger met the barber.
ri
yearning pity and a beseeching patienee but acid and debility from the choicest ‘prod- |. There is a marked distinction Between until faith #fke the telescope, reveals their n his favor education, mature
, many
“Well,” said he, ‘‘ has the holy name of
years of Christian profession, varied ex
- that are intent on constraining
‘the most ucts which appear in the garden of God. large intelle
God brought you
Juck P”
and moral great- grandeur and beauty.
rience
and
a
com
-of
earthly
Bunyan
‘painted
his
matchless
panorama
of
“Yes, ER sir.
Isell on an
y
thankless hearts.
He pours out “blessings
ness, brilliant and dazzling genius and true | ——The kingdom of Christ ‘is not like “Np, Li
ty of the circle, LE will a hun
copies a ‘day, at two wig
in
on the evil and the good as the sun pours the Christian life, The Pilgrim's Prog- worth, The world seeks and applauds drift-wood” riding the waves of political ex- not do red nok Sonsetrated his prope
ty | or undrod cop but the Strangers are
ss ua
ress”—in the darkness and dreariness of a
.....out
golden light on_desert and_prairie,~as
LL” Not a word of reply was SIGUA} SINE. give me ten
knowledge, ability, eloquence ; God's. peo- | rcitement,
but, with foundations - eternal; it ta
dungeon
;
Miltorts
sublime
song
that
wakes
and the name was ‘dropped.’ isingle | twen
I
ren
on the ster;
I have even Ferejved half a dollar
ple know the value of these gifts and attain- stands unmoved amid storms which shake made,
shot had sunk the ship! .But what tremen- |
. Me rock and the luxuriant intervyl,—as the the wonder, andstirs the heart. ‘of centuries ments, but assign the highest place and im- empires to atoms. _ fo
i
h
dous
weiglit
was
in
the
ball!
grief and’
!
Summer scatters beauty in the, flo ers that was sng out of persecution and
pn
thy
Tt ‘was indeed a grave objection; n
blindness ; Uncle To's my
~—=-The metesr darts athwart the hea“faith ‘and portance. to character, Aaron had gifts
Ei, . sphing unseen in the clefts of the rocks and meek saintlinéss—and
which Mases Jacked, and the elder brother vens, then its light goes out forever ;- while more, it was ‘insuperable. A deacon who
“Yes
sir;
area
day
your
kindness.”
these
are
more
than
fill the air.in & royal garden with fragrance.
had not consecrated ‘his pro perty
rtyto God!
Burger walked away,. thinking : wit I
fictions—grew up into, completeness under ‘had the advantage of the younger in this stars of apparently inferior magnitude still” ‘What an anomaly that would havé been, in
» + Hofitves ok simply one gift, but many; the brutal rule of Legree, who was not respect. His eloquent tongue won the ear
not a literary Juan, *T would wm p
continue to gladden night by their steady theory at least, since Paul says that a deacon were
dler or publisher; -there is nothin
profmot forone day merely, but for all days.
of Pharaoh and influenced the; people of

‘vs;

wholly a monster of the imagination. And
ul is not sent as a blessing to any single if the soul has
been given such an’ ability

rays, . So false and base men in the church,
Israel. Moses would feel his deficiency like the meteor, may attract. attention for a
,. but humanity may claim ny inherk to appropriate and ass
and ean | when the *¢ wari wads” poured forth his time and then go down in expbsed infamy;
tance in him and in all that he said and
thrive
in
grace
and
goodnéss
in
the
most graceful and fluent. utterance, and ready yet there are fixed stars, jewels of the MasBic ned did. - Andit #8 not Pail-alone- Wprinising fields,
.surely they to whom speech came tripping from his facile tongue. ter, whose steady rays shall gladden Zion
fiat lsgtvon, but Apollos and Cephas, and
But Moses
was still by far the greater man, and Yreet the waytiee to the New Jerusaall the
and his greatness consisted in spiritiality lem.
whole
| of mind, fixedness of purpose and: high| Some of our roach take charg of
| and “Holy integrity; and the grandeur of churches as some men take . farnts, only for
| the beaiity of nature, th
dwn
oly
+ seokors after God, | his character overshadows the brilliant elo a year or two, and
to improve the
T
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each of their Pomssaons, om
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spring quence of Aaron, joined ” it is with a farm but for What they
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must ‘“not be

elevation to

ly of filthy“ lucre.” * His

itable as sel ing

would have-given cons: k ‘ers. N=N. Y. 1

cuity to his fault,:and’ have s
marred
influence. Many, churches have ay [
under the fisfortune of havin inte
a gave.

the 1

erver.

ing or Wit of oh
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tous man into ‘the deacons!
.gometimes done, because a
is su
children, the Land
the si
ined
ed to give res
bility ; which, open unhappy, the" ar AeAREET
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should not, in a
an cormunity, Ine oi
offonds he
&
y
ty re

elior cases it 8 ho

will have a san

that ecclési;

office

effect, and make the|ae
incumbent benevolent, . Perhaps. it helps a
make from it. little, in a few ‘cases, shaming the deacon
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|must
makes speach.Mr. Simeon
But, ascould
we havoal
|
ready observed,
not talk

. |
effec-

in meeting; and so positively declined.—
well, bat Yomidn ¢ Be ng na the or
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in
significant

essential and

Whoever enters jnto this divine life,

Meanwhile, the superintendent was quietly “his honors to thig.weak, shifting ground tacenjoying the fun; for our friend, forgetting kle, to his business, or the world, >but a
that he was talking in meeting, was fluently .woman without that anchor called faith, is
who rand
earnestly expatiating on accent and 4 drift and a wreck!" Aman may clumsily.
‘emphasis, and rythm, and the like, illustrat-

in heaven,”

All the coming world to him is present, and
all the spiritual world is real. ITé'has a home
eit
4 (
h
L
;
Fi
.
feeling in the whole universe. But the wise
instruments

its proud

with

believed in it with

just

of science,

man, armed with the processes

all

his heart,

and. had

got the congregation at home

listed“in it.

the

reading

turnéd all the faculties

responsibility

Tect and . all his

He told them how

fairly en-

ridiculous it

out

of ‘his

potent intel-.

deep knowlec ge. of man-

h

So>great,

world!

ment to it,it is anawful

in

ie.

ve
eT
5

utasua

ard one

With all its souls;

ing.

those

who

But there

he

concentrated
face lighted
havessmeving here and there over

of 4 wife, who with her husband wl left
alone in the old earthly -homestead:. «Their
seven children had dropped away from
them the babes whose dimpled fingers lost
their way to her breast, the boys she gave |
to Treedom, and who fell inthe tangled |

was,

speech-

up, his hands
the key-board,

she could sing dear
Old Hundred” for
herself.
And then. school was out; and Mr,
Simeon, to his supreme
amazement, fou
that he had been talking in moetiaes™
=

Need I draw the moral?

become loosened from the present and are
all upon the past, the old man, dozing in

their Heads, instead of taking it warm right
out of their hearts, and their daily common

corner,

every

once

in a while wakes and

asks if, the ehildren are there.
.

+ Still as the summer sunset
Fades away in the west,
And the wee ones, tired of play,

Come trooping home to fest,

My husband calls from his corner,
* Bay, 'love, have the ehildren come?’
And 1 answer, with éves uplifted,
* Yes, dear, they are all at home.”

Well, this is faith—to make

in

these

cases

arises

Half the , diffifrom

the

fact:

that our good brethren feel that they must
have make a speech, and try to make it out of

faculties

it all home.

Patent Expansion Ferules

Dr. CHALMERS was wort fo say, a house:
‘ooing minister makes a church-going people; as the people are sare to show the

when I am lifted up, will daw

fo me.”

all men

Through the Jblgod “of the

that believe.—Rev.

Hugh
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“ When I.get to heaven I shall
wonders there.
The first wonder
see so many people there whom
expect to; the second wonder will

NERVOUS

Zion's walls.

I always go when

I can,

answer,

arms

And when you are

that

challeng-

be to miss many people whom I did

‘* into the

was

© Magical.

the

house,” and so say-

ed, we donot care so muchto hear vour ing the lovely wife hid her blushes
views of-the ¢ampaign in general, as how circling embrace of her husbénd.

in the

rr?

Itis an UAFATLING
ralgia Faciilis, often

than

REMEDY in all cases of Neuaffecting a perfect

twenty-four, hourg,

from

the

use

cure

in

less

of no more

WONDERFUL REMEDIAL AGENT

=

A

or
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%

T Wh take the following fine passage from
‘t Rev. C. H. Brigham’s lecture before the
New England Society at Ann Arbor:
A great
deal of talent is lost to the
I might go on indefinitely in noticing these
<hurch
through baghifulness. = Seores
of ‘changes of the New England of to-day
«lear thinkers and
fgent talkers sit silent from the New England of the fathers, © ‘But
during social
religious
meetings, silent perhaps it is better to remember ‘the things
though the meeting drags, and the leader which” have not changed, which stay as
urges, and. that peculiar stillness which ab- they were at the beginning. The mountains
sorbs devotion in a sort of half-fearful, and the hills are there—the - White Moun-

«+ Louldn’t Speak ing Meeting.
3

!

SE

half-curious

——
.

feeling

;

of

:

‘ What's

coming

tains and the Green Mountains, the hills of
rock and the hills of forest,
Holyoke, and
Pocumtuck, and Grevlock and. Ascutney,

next? broods over the assembly like a
nightmare. * “T can’t get up and speak or
pray,” says such an one. ‘I should be
scared to death. Tried it once, and broke
out into a cold perspiration, and’ my knees
knocked together; and I made a fool of my- self. © My nice little s ech which I had
pieced together,

all fell

and all; and I couldn't

No, no.

pray

and Monadnock, and Wachuset; and "they
look down as proudly as ever upen the
landscape. The new civilization
has not
changed their shape, or removed them from
the way. The rivers are there, the greater

in—bottom, sides,

and’ the smaller,
the
Connecticut,
the
Thames, the Merrimac, the Kennebec, - the

find a fragment.—

Tl pay liberally,or
T'll sing, or I'll

for the

church,

or teach in Sunday

-8chool; but I can’t speak in meeting.”

Such

an one

couldn’t

speak

Charles, and the Blackstone,

was. Mr.

in. meeting;

Simeén.

transparent; as winding and as

To

say. nothing of a

or said.he

bark ; and the same surf combs along
the
beaches.
As you stroll over the heac ands
of Cape Ann you see the same billows
climbing along the rocks, that the simple

heart some two

case, there were three things which

Mr. Simeon knew to perfection,

as

at cities risen'to encumber their banks.
The same ocean washes in the bays and inlets ‘as the ocean which vexed the pilgrim

hundred times too large for a not over-substantial

strong,

though dams had not broken their tide, and,

He

«couldnt, hough he was a good Presbyterian. Yes, and several other food things besides.

as full and

cobbler of Agawam saw in his artless nar-

He knew

A Worp

oN: FAMILY

PrAYER.—Rerhaps’

some of you say, ** I am so ignorant that it
is no good trying to have prayer in our
family.” You make a mistake there. It

is not. grand words that God

wants,

but

honest hearts. God offers” you his Holy
Spirit to help you to pray. Jesus says, «If
ye, then, being evil, know how to give good
giftsunto your,children, how much more shall

yqur Heavenly Father give -the Holy Spirit
to tiem that-ask IM? . Ask God for the
help of his-Holy Spirit, and you, will find
that it is far better than all the help that
any man can give you.— British Workman.
OrLivER CROMWELL.—Goldwin Smith thus

‘TURNER & CO., Sole Proprietors,
6m32]

$100

dence never depend on a single

life.

Just

ag the great struggle wis commencing in
England, a little bark put forth’ on the Atlantic, unnoticed amidst the great events
and the
great actors of the time.
It bore

English

New World.
There too it has encountered
its old foes; but there it has triumphed,
it has triumphed for itself, and it has trium-
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minded it too,

)

or

citirch bujlt for him—an a
the-church

and

Ww

and this -generation--ean- boast. its
ing-yet;

n--which - the-

80 big that

‘Dwights, its Edwards,

seemed added on to it, like a

wing—tuning

it, regulating

and

i

its Winthrops

Yoni, my voice by nature

is harsh

and

its Quincys. «One thing that the*sons of untunable § and it is vain-fo lavish any art
New England remember of the home of to better it. Can my singing of psalms be
their fathers is just as true and real to-da
pleasing to Thy ears, which is unpleasant
as in any time of its history—that the, lead-, tomy own?
Yet, though IT cannot chant

it, re airing

it; and, after he had: finished inside.he
Yould come, out, and -seat himselfat the

kog-board,
and fill the old church with : exquisite conceit’

Jing ideas are there, the thought and brain with” the nightingale, or chirp with the
op of the nation are there.
nies;
Whatever reproach
harmo
d
and
eit
rather. chatter with the
chasé old
8 round their infinite cor- may be thrown upon New England for ‘black-bird, I had
swallow ; yea, rather,croak with the raven,
neys, until the troubles of the money-market
‘narrowness, for fanaticism, for coneeit, for than he altogether silent. Hadst Thou
givhad vanished like a dre
no one can deny that the en me a better voice I would have praised
Dutchmen who blew the pn. nd the :Pdi Sotatorial spirit,
intelthe
in,all
mpulse and the teaching
Thee with abetter voios ; now, what my music.
en to the verge of idiogy. ©
a
lectyal and moral progress of the nation
in sense—
te But busine
. detain
ssed Mr, Siméon one comes from that corner, as it came when wants in sweetness, let'it have
with my understanding.
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This volume, the last and angi seionably the best
and most iffiportant
of all the
awthor’s works,—should
be in the hands of cvery Bible student.
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:

:

III.

The Annnal of Scientific Discovery;
OR YEAR BOOK OF FACTS IN SCIENCE AND

.

VOLUMES OF THE SAME WORK for years 1850 to 1868
(eighteen vols.) with the likeness of some distinguished SJeigaLIEe or Literary man in each, bound in umni-.

form

style, with® neat, substantial box, $32,00.

£5~ Each volume is distinct in itself and contains
entirely new matter.
;
Copies forwarded by mail, post paid, on receipt of
the price.
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C. STRONG,

WILCOX

&

has

had

;

in use for family sewing the Wilcox & Gibbs Sewing
Machine. For the simplicity and perfect finish of the
machinery, the case with which it is operated, the
noiseless manner in which it does its work, and the
elasticity and durability of the seam, he believes it
well worthy a first rank smong Sewing Machines.

.

R. BURLINGAME,

ing recently erected a large and commodious factory,
hyve are prepared to furnish the public with FPéiaso~-

no
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fertilizers, and

superior to all in permanently benefiting the soll.
“Yours truly,
HARRY KEY§ER, y
‘rom V. R.
Warren, Tufts Farm, Somerville, Mass,
I have no sero in saying that it doubled ail
my crops.
J

Ministers.

le. ‘ Also HEAD QUAR-

for the Largest and

Best:

Assortments

of re-

*D. (Sucessor
L. GURNSEY,
Gen. Agt.
to D, L, Gurnsey & Co.,)
7
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Bookseller and Stationer,
CONCORD, N. H.

:

The American Button:Hole,
OVER-SEAMING AND

:

while

‘all denominations.

gious and Patriptic Charts and Pictures to be found
in United States. Agents are making great wages.
For terms and territory apply to
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any in its “tmmediate effects; itis

by

maps of any before the

Fa

Sewing

BRADLEY'S
SUPER-PHOSPHATES.
From Hon. George: B.'Loring.
I have _psed every variety, and have found none
which operated more effectually and permanent]y than ty
yours.
From Rev, Henry Ward Beecher, ©
A second season’s trial confirms the good opinion
which I formed of it both for farm and garden erops.
Boru
Bx-Goy
or Holbrook of yermens. pink
on
question, you make a superior
Super:
phosphate, equal to all you claim for it, and indeed,
more too,
.
:
David Lyman of Middlefield, Conn., writes :
I have thoroughly
tested the S$
~phosphate I
bought of you in 186
on different seils, and find itthe
most powerful fertilizer I have used, and have no hesitation in recommending it,
From Ex-Governor Con of Maine,

find yours vo

Recommended

ICAN REPUBLIC R. R. and TELEGRAPH MAP 43
and 54inches.
These two together with the BIBLE
READER’S MAP of PALESTINE AND THE HOLY
LAND (just “issued) are the best and most popular

The Opinions of Practicdl Men
FAVOR

To canvass by & bseription for
¢« HAND W
ING OF GOD,”

and students will find this beok worthy their, attention. Also the
ay
NEW
EXCELSIOR
MAP
OF UNITED
STATES
Colored ir. Counties, 46 and 66 inches, and the AMER-

MANUFACTURERS.

Being now the eldest manufacturers in the city
having been established since 1832, and hav-
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In Egypt, Sinai and the Holy Land by Rev. D. A.
Randall. No book sells better or gives greater satigfaétion.

HALLET & CUMSTON,

PIANO-FORTE

Boston.

MACHINE,

During the last six years, the undersigned

:

Street,

Brighton, Mas

GIBBS SEWING

Dover, N. H, Jan, 27, 1868.

& LINCOLN, Publishers,

07 Washington

IMPORTANT!

[4 50

NEW FRUITS.
NEW PLANTS,
Superior and very desirable ; also Trees: and Vines,
best kinds, at very lowest rates. Send Stapp for

club is complete send it to us by mail, and we will put-each | some ten or twelvékinds of

pays:

You

IL,
THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS
:
With Explanatory Notes;
gre
TO WHICH ARE TO BE ADDED A UONDENSED VIEW OF THE
;
PRIESTHOOD OF&HRIST,
AND A TRANSLATION OF THE EPISTLE. BY HENRY J. RIPLEY, D. D.,
LATE PROFESSOR IN NEWTON THEOLOGICAL INSTITUTION, AND AUTHOROF ** NOTES ON THE GOSPELS,”
#~** ACTS OF THE APOSTLES,”
* EPISTLE TO THE

S

NCOLORED
JAPAN, $1, $1,10, best $1,25 per Ib.
GUNPOWDER $1,25, best $1,50.
rative. The stone islands and the sandy phed for us all.
Higa CuurcHisM.—The English Znderich thefeby. He was an incarnation of islands are still there in their places; they
. COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.
energy,
There. vas a company; but he ‘have not been washed away or dug away—" pendent thus sets off the clergy of the High
Grouxp Corres, 20¢., 25¢., 80c., 85c., best 40¢.
per Ib.—
was Simeon & Co., and several more com- Newport and Nantucket, and Naushon, and church party whose tendencies toward Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who
use
large
quantities
of
Coffee,
can
economize
in
that
article
SE
vanies besides. Then he knew how to talk. Block Island, and the Isle of Shoals, "If Rome are so decided :
by ‘using our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which
to any fertilizer of its class ever used |
The High church clergy aré models. of we sell.at the low price of 30¢ per pound, and warrant to by Itme,wasand ual
‘oe be to the man that: fgll under his the appearance of the towns has changed,
I can confidently recommend it as of great
‘tongue. An acute observation, a keen wit, a and some of , them have grown to cities, saintlihess. © They have nobody knows how givé perfect satisfaction.
agricultural utility. I
continue to use jt quite
Consumers can save from 50¢c to $1 per pound by pur.’ largely.
n
hatred
of cant pd
!
meanness which some- their names remain—Boston, and Hartford, many ‘‘ Holy Celebrations” a week. They chasing
their Teas of the
3
rom Ex-Governor Fletcher of Vermont.
times
sied-even his power of expression, and Providence, and Barnstable, and North- rear their priestly ladder of prayer for
satisfied that-it-is-a-very useful and- valu
TEA COMPANY, Iam
elimb-to
fee: GREAT AMERICAN
~ampfton, and
La
:
t
able article Yor the farmer.
Nos. 31 and 33 VESEY St.
not have disgraced Plymouth pulpit, made Rehoboth, and Marlboro,” and Newbury, a day or more, ‘They worship the ¢ blessed
From Ex-Governor Buckingham of Conn.
Post Office.Box No. 5,643 New York City.
hirfi the delight of his friends nd the terror and Plymouth, and how many more, whose body” with a grace of devotion that is perI used your Su
hosphate of Lime on grapes,
We warrant all the goods we séll te give entire satisfaccorn, potatoes, and other vegetables, Phe grapes and
of ‘his enemies. Often his minister’ would history goes back to the beginning of the fection. They enunciaté - the commandtion. If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned #orn.were especially benefited,
A,
say ‘to him—as in his quick nervous .way he ‘Colonies, Harvard College and Yale Col- ments with a’ meek apthoritativeness that at our expense within thirty days, and have the money reYour Super-phosphate is entitled to tie “ednfidence
threw out some valuable practical scheme lege still are there, keeping their familiar .ig, mosé-subduing. They walk in saintly funded
of the agricultural community.
Through our system of supplying Clubs throughoyt the
orocessions in a style that does infinite cred- country,
for the church's welfare, or.laid open some titles, and year by year their new Company
consumers in all parts of the United States can’ re- |
8. DANA HAYES, State Assayer of Mass,
evil with w-stroke of his keen sarcasm-— ‘of scholars go out as in primitive days.
I it to: their holy drill. They receive the ceive
their Teas at the sume + prices, (with the small addi.
From Jasper E, Boyd, Esq., Wilmington, Vt.
‘* Why, Simeon, if you'd only talk that way new holidays have been added—Christmas confessions of poor penitent sinners’ with a tional exp
of tr
rt
,) 84 though they bought
I am satisfied it paid me two dollars for one,
at our warehousein this city:
in prayer meeting, I'd give more
for you and Washington's birth-day, and May-daj— mingling of holy scorn and sympathy them
Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to
Howard B. Wyman,
of Centre Sidney, Me., says i—
than for any elder in the session.”
which
makes
them
the
best
of
absolvers;
kept,
are’
get up a club, The answer is simply this: Let each Devon
But My, still Thanksgiving and Fast-days
I had rather have a spoonful of
Bradley’s. Superhe
Simeon couldn't talk in meeting.
perfectly con- wishing to joinina club, say how much tea or col
phosphate
of
Lime,
than
a ghovelfil of manure,
and they go up to Boston in Election week. and, to crown all, they are
wants, and select the kind and price from our Price-List, as
The third thing he knew was music.— If many of
the ancient honorable names vinced of ‘the saintliness of celibacy,
published in this paper or in our circulars. Write the
- LOWER CHANCEFORD
Penn, WM. L. BRADLEY,
That was meat and drink to him. He used are extinct on that. soil, ofhers are flourishSivaiNG.—Old Thomas Fuller quaintly names, kinds, and amqunts plainly on a list, and when the Esq.,~Dear Sir: I hive expeximented largely with
his business, and

scholars generally.

enough to have books in our possession ; we need also
an index of their contents, at the right moment, to
show us whether the information we seek is within
our reach.
Your book supplies that want.
Tam sure
it will lay very many persons under lasting obligations
to your industry, skill, and scholarship.

for

Publislied by
MASON BROTHERS,
596 Broadway, N.Y. ; 15¢ Tremont St., Boston.

by ship Ged. Shotton.

cy of flavor, which they are selling at the following prices :

ED,

PUBLISHER,

{department from his fertile genius, which

RTFORD, CONN.

In addition to these large cargoes of Black and Ja
Teas, the Company are constantly
receiving
invoices
of the Finest quality of Green
Teas, from the
Moyune dis~
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From Prof, Hackett, D. D. Newton Theological Institution.

500 paid. fo: full particulars address L. STEBBINS,

TEAS,

on

an stuworks

I have examined your sheets with much interest. I
think yallor the plan. The book will enable those
who wish to form a library to seleet books judiciously,
and afterward to use them with advantage. It is not.
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‘covers the! Whole subject on’ whic he panty struggle u 1868
hinges.
Freight, largest commission, and
a premium of

5

Winer

have facilitated the labors of a multitude of Christian’
scholars through generations to come.’

public
fhave learned to- appreciate
so highly, and
which in late years have had almost unrivaled success and popularity. - Price, $1.50 each; $13.50 per doz.

22,000 HALF CHESTS by ship Golden State.
12,000 HALF

‘gymen, to libraries, and to
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s
PICTURE OF THE DESOLATED STATES.
This work

CARGOES

OF THE

FINEST

in this

Boston.

| HAVE JUST RECEIVED

The work of

From Geo. R. Bliss, D, D., University at Lewisburg, Pa.
Your book will eertainly fill a placenow entirely un-

Fortes that are
equal to any in the market.
Second-Hland
Pianos taken in exchange.
Xilnstrated Catalogues sent free on application.
.
.
:
Ware-BRooms,
339 Washington
Street,

1861.

you.

occupied, and will be indispensable to. all studious eler-

of unprecedented popularity with Choirs and- Singing
°
:
| Schools.”
The lamented decease & onc of its authors, Mr.
WILL,
B. BRADBURY, adds sad interest to this
Work.
Itis the last collection of those compositions

SALARY will be paid for

mail, or sample Jetalling at $4,350 fer 50 cts.
‘13t47
A.D. BOWMAN
& Co., 48 Broad St., N. Yes

Democracy safe beyond the reach

of the English reaction to the shores of the

A doxta

St., Boston,

include this work.
NOTICES
.
WHO HAVE EXAMINED
THIS WORK,

. ART, FOR 1868.
:
Exhibiting the most important Discoveries and Im;
45TH THOUSAND.
provemer¥sin
Mechanies,
Useful
Arts,
Natural
PhilTHE
TEMPLE
CHOIR.
osophy, Chemistry, Astronomy, Meteorology BieloHE new colleetion of Church Music for Choirs and
gy, including Zoology, Physiology, and Botany—MinSinging Schools, by THEO. F. SEW ARD, assisteralogy, Geology, Geography, Antiquities, &e., toed by DR. LOWELL MASON and WILLIAM B.
gether witha list of receut Scientific Publications; a
classified
list of Patents; Obituaries of eminent. SeiBRADBURY, has.already reached its
entific Men.
Edited by SAMUEL KNEELAND, M. D.
:
~ FORTY-FIFTH THOUSAND,
With a fine likeness of Prof. WILLIAM DB. RODGERS.
though first published less than five months since.
i2mo., cloth, price, $2, 0.
*' It would not be possible to present’
better proof of ‘t+ The present volume of the Annual, which embraces
some
new
features
and improvements, will be found
the extraordinary attractiveness and practical excel:
the best and most popular of all the cighteen volumes.
‘| lence of such a book thar is afforded by this evidence
Ready March 5th,
>
:

_

\
Agents, male or female, in a ‘new, pleasant,
permanent business’; full particulars free by return

speaks of the Great Protector, in the closing

paragraph of his lecture:
Cromwell died before his time, and once
more there was an illustration of the frailty
of systems of institutions which depend on
a single life. . But the counsels of Provi-

' 130. Tremont

no Library can hereafter be

I have examined the sheets of your Theological In-

PULPIT.”

CO.,

aR

the same general plan is not adapted to Ameri
dents, as his references are so gencrally to
not accessable to them.
:
I haveao doubt that your book will be found
ed to meet a want long and widely felt, and
uscful in a high degree.
:

ds many 30cts. - MANSON LANG,
0+ Cohrmbia st., New York City.
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:

From Charles Hodge D, D.,of Princeton. Theol. Seminary.
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a Day for all.—Stencil Tool
Samples
free. Address A, J. FuLLAM, Springfield, Vt.
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$

Marcoy, D. D

dex, for which I thank

JOURNAL of Public Speaking, Pure Literature
and Practical Religion, containing the best things
said by the Clergy and Public Men, the world over.
No Journal like it in the world. By our plan,
Sent One Year for Nothing.
Send 10 cents with your address, to
J
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complete which does not
COMMENDATORY
FROM DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARS
©
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‘It has stood the best of all tests,— Time.”
VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALSAM.

$10

Xe)

work of Dr. Malcom, andl
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forth

Pictures and Catalogues

i

deemed

~The oldest and most highly Approved reme
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for CouGHS, CoLps and
PULMONARY COMPLAINTS.
Get the genuine. REED, CUTLER & CO., Druggists®
Boston, Proprietors.
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¢ Where

love,”
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DISEASES.

A TrUE Wire. My dear,” said a fond
husband to his wife one day, ‘ where would
you go should I fail in business?”
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enclosing 10 eents.
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A

Faneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mass.
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9 Beekman Street, New
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you are full of; something you know by
heart.
Wedon't want to- hear-your views
of election or perseverance.
We can get
much better oR cleaver instruction on these
out*of books.
You
are only a private,
perhaps, but you are
a watchman
on

‘something

AND

Se

will

;

REFERENCE TO THE PRINCIPAL or oBKe IN
ALL DEPARTMENTS IN RELIGIOUS
0
Has
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LITERATURE,
:
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Very profitable. No - risk.—
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‘the night:gees in your part of the camp.—
.
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A Frank ADMISSION. —The Chrisfiaustira than TWO OR THREE PIELS, |
Not burning worlds that we knéw nothing Do pot try to draw out-of a strange well.—
No other form of Neuralgia or Nervous Discase has
of ; notanighty material-forces ; but a world As surely as you do,embarrassment and fear says: 4+Sitting beside a leading Episcopal failed
to yield to this
ee
streamthg with living spiritual influences, of criticism will scatter your thoughts as ef- clergyman, the other day, in the cars, he
said,
¢
If
anything
is
plain
in
the
new
Tesguiding usto God.
There is the grandeur,
fectually as the Midianitish
herdsmen’ disther is the preciousness, there is the wealth persed the daughters of Rénet, and you will tament, it is that immersion is the primitive
Even in the severest cases of Chronic Neuralgia
of Christian life. Poor the man niay be fee- draw nothing for yourself nor for any one form of baptism; and, I® should consider
and general nervous. derangements,—of many years’
ble,osscure ; but O, there is ne monarch with - else.
Tap some. personal -experience ‘that that'T was disgracing myself hefore scholars standing,—aflecting the entire system, its use for a
his’erown, there is no hero with his star, there ~will run of itself.
Talk about some passage and unlearned alike, by attempting to prove few days, or a few wecks at the utmost, always.affords
is no power or wealth like the full realiza- that affliction has driven deep into your the contrary. Only I do not consider it es- the most astonishing relief, and very rarely fails to
.produec a complete and permanent cure.
=
sential.’
;
%
.
tion of Christian experience and Christian heart... Shake some tree that tears have
It contains no drugs or other materials in the
life.” We cannot” pray for this great mul- wateied and care dug about, until it Bas] SorpLiIcITY.—A lady in one of the papers slightest degree injurious, even tothe most ‘delicate
titude, that each may bé happy, rich, grand, filled your heart with fruit. Youu friends relates a sweet little instance - of a child's system, and can ALWAYS be used with
distinguished, Deeause we know not that will get apples of gold in silver baskets -delicate thoughtfulness. - She says, I asked
~~PERFECT SAFETY.
“that may be answered ; but this can be our that night. Don’t be afraid of being com- .a little boy last evening, -‘“ Have yqu callIt has long beet constant use by many of our
prayer, as it was Paul's prayer long ago, for monplace. The thing
which the great ed your grandmama to tea?” Yes,” he
each of you, whatever you are, whoever “mass of the world wants most. to know is replied, ‘“when I went to call lier she was
MOST EMINENT PHYSICIANS,
© you niay
be ; that Christ may dwell in your how the Gospel fits into its commonplaces. asleep, and I didn’t know how to wake her.
who
give
it
their unanimous and unqualified appro1ea¥ts by faith, that you, ** being rooted Better ripe crabs from your .own -tree than I didn’t want to hallo at grandma, nor to
.
x
a:
- and grounded in love may be able to com- green -pippins from a stranger's.—Inde- shake her; so I' kissed her cheek, and that val.
Sent by mail on reeeipt of price, and postage.
prehend with all saints what is the breadth pendent.
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woke her very softly.
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One package,
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and length and depth and hight,” * -know
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is ready.’
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as with a touch or’ chord he pointed his jl- courtesy of returning the minister's weeklustration; and the whole ~«wcrowd-the de- day visits by their Sabbath-day attendance.
lighted superintendent,
the visitors, the
Tie Power or THE Cross.—In what
teachers, and children—all chained to the dirvection—what line—may I so place myspot and -drinking- in ‘évery .word.
And self, as to find omnipotence coming forth
how one dear old lady did go out blessing to draw me to the Lord?
In the line of the.
the Lord that she lived to see the day when cross. In your looking unto Jesus. sq
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gone out from us are near to us, and we |
stand close and near to them: although t
there may be. a filmy veil between us, |
Many of 1s have read and been deeply mov- |
‘ed by that beautiful poem recently published {|

things, the old man,
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ful praise; and then he led them in
ing “Old Hundred,” anit never had
earth is only a little hulet whistling - round
But when we have the Christian | walls heard Old Hundred” sung as
the sun!
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dife, whenwe feel the houndless fullness - of sung that day.
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trustfulness, in such poor harborage
fame of reputation may stretch before him,

the fresh, brisk German method of singing
it—so viuch more befitting a hymn of joy-

, God, the whole universe of God becomes a
.home, becomes hospitable, W¢ tte one
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as a directed by a-single master hand.
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was to have the audible worship of the storm if not in heaven? And that sweet
church confined to the minister and the choir. truthfulness—that abiding in Jove—that enHe believed in givi g the- congregation during hope mellowing every day, page
revelation is this universe, with its burning ‘Soniething to do. ie Tiked congregational ~and scevie of life—lighting them with pleasSirins, with Beenice's flaming hair,and Cas- singing on the principle on which the sailor ant radiance, When the world’s storms break
liked the Episcopal . ehurch—¢¢ because it like an army with cannon ? Who can bestow |sioped's glittering erown, and all the wonders that his telescope reveals! How cold gave a fellow a chance to jaw back.” Then «its all but holy Soul, tied to what. is. strongCompany,
Who hugs Machine
we arg, how we shiver when no voice an- Be took up + Old Hundred.” He illustrated er than an “army ‘with cannon?
swers to-our. cry, cast out into the infinite “the usual drawling, heavy method of sing- “enjoyed the love of a Christian mother but
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| words shall be docile scholars” and true
Lent, being such in its design and uses,
Revivals, &e.
1 workers,—then the paper will be a bright beautifully fymbolizes tn dctual state of may present we beg indulgence ; for the Church, and whose approval can never be |"
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light in a dark world.and the people whom thing¥ in non-episcopal communions.
With | setting up of new engine, press, and folder, given to the persecutic of the innocent or
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to ue oppression of the weak.
it represents will be a saving power among | early winter, especially “the Week of Pray- and the radical revolutions which we ‘have
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Dr. Bellows iis writing a series of’ valuable.
‘The mustard-seed differs very much at. first
ance and morals in general iis ‘not best pro- M’s.,at which time the prospect was encourletters from abroad.
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doubtere of a remarkable
"almost infinite remove from the master these moods, rendering it a-pleasure and an "The number of revivals in Marcl
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; style,
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learned that the kingdom of God cometh | thought and expression, which will hardly vivals in sami ‘as, well as in winter? S. S. Scranton '& Co., and sold only by itself sufficient to give the verdict in favor may enjoy 4 a general revival.
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agents, is an excellent one for -general use of the course for which Dr. Marsh contends.
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writer.
Speaking.
of the Italian "Why insult the Almighty with a mere winOne is set-thinking on such lines by lookin
the family, the bible class, and by Sab- Noone has a right to do evil) that good may
ter religion rr Viewed from some standpeople,
and
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the
lack
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a
redeeming
pow|,
ing over the bound volumes of the Star as
~ : THE HUNTINGTON, Vt., Q. M “Soiet with
Joints, we admit that these queries are not bath school teachers. Wit is ‘omitted that come.
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is containedin the larger work is of interat Lincoln, Feb.
29th
and
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pertinence
and
force.
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It
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impossible
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haye given them a fresh . nspection during wedded, he says:
est chiefly to critical studetits ands scholars over estimate the importanee of Mr. Burlin- March , 1st. ~ The traveling prevented a
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to
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detested,
Nor is the the dogmatic school of Eur ope
the, last few days. “Since the fifst copy was
and would be: of little ‘advantage in ordinagame's Chinese niission, -to - which we re- full attendence from other churches, yet it
or America likely to accomplish anything ‘but there can be nothing wrong in-doing
fied at the humble apartmentin Limerick,
The
“better. Laboring to establish the theory of work in its own peculiar season. It is true ry biblical study. The merits of this edi- cently called attention. China is opening Was, 8 very interesting. occasion.
more than forty years since, there has been
salvation, not through moral and spiritual that God is
ways willing and’ ready to tion are obvious. Itis of convenient size commercial relations with the nations of the preaching was direct and" spiritual.
much history liv edfand written.
The as- regeneration, but through a blind faith in a
Satbless the éfforts of his people, but, “other "Amd Feasenable price, the paper “and type} west at a most opportune period. The Pa- social meetings were especially good.
pects of our denominational life are not myystic ssacrifice, placin r Jesus Christin the
are excellent, and the illustrations and maps cific Railroad now im process of construc- urday evening. more thar one hundred spoke
we
believe
that
the
things
being
equal,
what they were. Its spirit may he the same, place of Almighty’ God, and bringing this same amount of revival effort will be gen- numerous, well executed and valuable.
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Hill,
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ism instead of practical harmony, they be- erally faramore effectual, put forth in March
conniect San Francifco w ith Pekin and Can- young men, some of whom it may be hoped
the plant, in the animal, in the man, hd thé long to the same chain of priests who mutthan in August. And we regard this as’in invalid soldier.
ton, and the emigration and products of the will yet preach Christ,
vital energies work on and ever toward ter spells and aggrandize forms and dogmas
accordance with the.divine plan; but Chriswest
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maturity and ultimate results.
tians should be faithful both in season and
Current Topics.
, What such a state of sings will do for the the aisles and every available place
p
being
The Star was a-small sheet When it first | bodes and goodness.
out of season, ever labori ing for thecause
of |
Pacific coast, who can tell? But the most full. Ten came forward for prayers” Sunppa¢iq, singular statement for Dr. Bel- the Master.
saw the light and began to radiate it. It|
AN INEFFECTUAL RerLy.
The appear- important of all are the moral changes day evening. The Q. M. raised $20: to aid
He should have known that,
lows to make.
had four short columns on a page—sixteen
We have abundant reason to thank God ance of an object, or the view taken of any which will be produced by ‘the heathen be- the Home Mission Society in sending a
columns in all, The type differed from the whatever he may think of “the evangelical for the period of revivals, and especially~for ‘question, is often very much. affected by the “ing brought to our very doors.
Already do missionary south to look up the F. Baptist
type of to-day: in mechapical excellence. system, the reason why it is so insisted on the one which has, according to the usual standpoint from which it is seen... The vis- the fruits begin to appear. It is stated that churches in that section of our country.
The pair lacked finish and Smoothness, | ;o gg, 30 is believed to be in .part the very course of events, nearly reached its climax. ion of men is sometimes so distorted that they several new laborers will soon start - for the,
Se
- The functions of the newspaper were not | ;, ment chosen of God to work. out the Few have. been apparent}y. more fruitful form strange notions of things and make east, and that the American Board is enterSTOWE, Vt. The F. Baptist church here
:
It avas ‘“moral and spiritual
then interpretedadnas they now are.
oA
regeneration” that is in good -results.
The Spirit ‘has visited statements accor dingly. Some weeks singe, Ting upon the work with renewed energy has been in a low condition for years, but
the cheap medium for communicating spec- recognized as the vital thing: Not to escape many communities in power, the dull state in reply to a claim set up by Zion's Herald ond zeal, - Christians every where" must be the Itinerant Com. of Huntington Q. M.
ial rather than general information.
It UnR- | 41.0 necessity of re generation by 8 3 « the
of business affording moire ample. oppor- that the F. Baptists- had theig origin -in up and doing... The present; is the world’s sent Rev. C. J. Mott there last Aug. “ and
The revi- Methodism, we meekly said, “Is it really harvest time.
dertook only 3 locdl ind lisfited mimeny.
theory of salvation” as “a substitu
do tunities to ‘achieve conquests.
‘| the Dec: session of thé Q. M. was’ held
It did not attempt to photograph the world Christian men insist upon the er:
; but val intelligence which has appeared in our true that every good thing was'born of Meth"Tae JAFFA CoLoNY. A few of this bond there, since which about 20 have béen recolumns is only - partial index of what has odism?
once 1h every sevendays.
The range of disthey cling to ge truth which that theory
They now have
We gratefully
acknowledge the of adventurers, which has almost ceased to claimed and converted.
taken
place. Intelligence has frnitfulness of that branch of * Christ's
cussion was somewhat BROW. Facts were holds as havi ing its real office
brought out aetually
a good choir, -the converts are strong and .
be ‘an object of public interest, cling to the
* reported rather than 2generalized.
in the prayer of Jesus—<¥ Sanctify them come weekly from all paits of our land,—
‘the meetingy good... At the next monthly
church; her children are many, and noble,
fortunes of their leader. ** Carleton”, a well
meeting some are expected to unite by let
Butan earnest Spires shines - out through through thy “truth.” That method of - stat- from the city, the country and from college and full-6f vitality ; but we doubt whether
known correspondent of the Boston Journal,
of conversions to the
ter
and. others to be received as candidates
those garter Sheets,
‘Some 9 the Plain, ing the case looks a little like bearing false and seminary halls,
‘she is the real spiritual Eve—mother of all who is now trayeling in the East, recently
simply Written paragn aphs ale yet full of witness, and the terms and tone suggest a number of thousands, and the work seems
the living.” After digesting the matter for visited them, and was Kindly’ received by for baptism.
» They have “commenced the repair of, their
hear Hirohs. The Wittens cojnad their little bitterness: in the heart instead of a everywhere to be characterized with ear- some weeks, the Herald repliés pon this wise :
Mr. Adams and his wife. He describes the meeting house.
divinest experiences into their articles.
s- and solemnity: Its results, who
thoroughly sweet charity.
WaicH BRAGS THE Most ?
he Mornin
They cared less for rhetoric than for unction.
former as “ a man of medium stature,
And when Dr. Bellows would point out can tell what they will be in time,—what in Star aceuses the Herald of too greatly. laudThey marshaled their words, not for a literFRANKLIN, Vt.
There has been some reeternity ?
:
3 ing Methodism. Yet because we-said the brown whiskers and a nose well colored,
ary dress parade, but for the sake of aiding the source and method of relief, he is singureminding you of a Baldwin apple.” He is vival here, and several converted, Bro. J.
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is
the
parent
of
the
Free-All-important interests dev olve upon us in
in the good fight of faith. In reading over Lirly vague in his thought, and in his style
Baptist, it inquires if we ‘* created ev- soon to leave for England’ on a preaching Coffran précis here now one half-of the
the passing hour, for mighty issues are at wil rthing?
makes
a
somewhat
dangerous’
approach
to
Is she, like Eve, the mother of tour. ‘Of Mrs. Adams he say’ that she is time.
their reports of the spiritual-conflicts intostake. “Let none fail to improve ‘it. “He all the: fiving
As we, only claimed for it ‘“aplaump woman in person‘and features,
which they entered and of the successes the inflated and sophomoric. Thug he writes :»
.
the creation az motherhood of that body, it
If there is to be any new reformation in that winneth souls is wise.” A
which God vodchsafed them, it is easy to
Wika Vt.
The F.. Baptist church
is evident that the ~ Star looks upds its who uses up the word splendid in five minCatholic Europe,
it must come not from
believe that they were often written with ‘Protestant rae
.
utes ,—splendid weather, a splendid, heaven- here is’ enjoying a revival under the lachurch. as equivalent to ‘all the living,’
Protestant
tears mingled with ejaculations of triumph. civilization and Protéstantliberty and Protand even to ‘‘ everything.”
M
St, very.
Our New Style.
ly country—great emphasis on the heaven- bors of Bro. John F. Buzzell, a grandson
al
The denominational forces were then very estantcommerce and Protestant literature,
rr
ly—splendid oranges—splendid vegetables of Rev. Aaron Buzzell, the first F. Baptist
By what system of logic or species of
imperfectly organized.
The inventories so far above and beyond Protestant Theolo- | The Star has greatly-changed in appear- [syllogism the Herald reaches its emphatic in her garden—splendid sea breeze in sum- in Vt. * Bro. Buzzell was licensed t6 preach
The spirit of the nineteenth century
were not completed, the figures which were gy.
1s coming in, and Europe, Catholic Europe, ance, but we can hardly suppose : any read- conclusion, it is as difficult to discover as to mer—enjoys. splendid health.” He repre: for one year atthe last session of the Huntput down here signified too little ang there everywhere feels its reviving, liberating, er will think itis for the worse.
The old find a moral reasorr for its garbled quota-~. sents ‘‘the fortunes of the Colony just now ington Q. M.
too much, it could not always be determin- mors alizing and spiritualizing power!
It is familiar face, unchanged in the midstN\pf
as
at
a
low
el
but
with
a
field
like
that
of
tion. Aristotle and Hamilton would scowl
ed whether the advanee denoted permanent slowly*breaking the bond of dynastic and. this changeful world during nearly a score
Fiksitay, P. ) The F. Baptists here
upon one part of the performance “through England,it is possible that President Atlams,
ecclesiastical
power;
destroying
the
terrible
progress, and many of..the..new undertak-,
are engaged in building a new meeting
Figures
]
s, as
as Mosgd as his followers call him, may be’able to fill
all their + Figures
and Moods
‘prestige of reigning houses ‘and the divine of years, maybe missed a little at the first;
-1ings were the bold experiments of resclu- right of princely families and aristocratic but we shall be disappointed if the beauty’
house, to be occupied jointly by themselves
would decidedly frown upon the other
phrt up the deserted houses.” The persistence
and the New Coniiection of Methodists.
tion: or the great ventures of faith. But blood ; it is releasing gradually the slum- of ‘the renew ed countenange does not steadof
Mr.
Adams
in
prosecuting
his
foolish
unAE
!
a
oi
through
the ninth
commandment.
The
because they -were heeding the Same call bering powers of thought, ‘the suppressed}...
dertaking is not alittle remarkavle.
-manhvod, the cowed imagination, the brok- ily grow upon the abserver, ‘The: dress is Herald is always good-looking, frequently|
«

a

that sumngoned Abraham,-and

" same

promise

that

trusting

sustained

the

Moses,

they

went on and did their duty, and God

pros.

pered them and their work.

en- spirited
the stupid

abuses, under

which thé Roman ' Catholic |

nations

lived

have

‘The Star has changed its dimensions and ‘years,
It would
appearance and ‘subordinate plans many

, times since then;

but it has never

let go of

subjection to habitual wrong,
acquiescence in old and fixed

be

know just how

for ! fourtéen

somewhat

hundred

interesting’

to

Protestant Christianity is to

the great Christian doctrines which it avow- | be dissoc 1ated from all these other elements
ed at the first. It has modified its policy of life which sustain fo it the relation of ef‘but maintained -the integrity of its princi- fect to cause. And it would be. equally inples.
It chose new forms but clung to the teresting to know just precicely what that

modern,

plain, a fittle

‘comely withal,
service.

Taste

but utility

rich Jit may

It suggests not
has

been

has undeilain

animated every choice:

be,

show

consulted

but

freely,

all the plans

We have

but

and

obtgined

the best type which skill and experience
have produced, a superior qiality of paper

has been made expressly for ‘our use, and
the work is. done on what prifitérs agree in
pronouncing the model cylinder press
So
far as the mechanical ‘portion of our work

* old substance.
¥sfour coliniins grow into revolutionizing and redeeming force is that
is concerned, everything is new.
five; they gain in length ; the headd is now | is hera called ** thé spirit of the nineteenth
"The general drrangement of the contents
plainer and now mg¥e
ornamental; new. century.” Itis a somewhat m: agnificent and
| is not. copied in detail from any other sheet,
names appe: ar, and therold Bnes drop ot of sonorous phrase that is thus used ;

sight,—for God

has called the

owners

up

where they may reflect forever the liglit of
the Sun of
eousness whose rise the cause they are empty.
Morning Star had heralded; then the five
columns become six; then seven} and. the,

broader and more luminotis
dise slowly-wins.
the attention

of the

public,

and dark and |

hideous things stand revealed by its light.
There is a grievous. eclipse when its Editor
casts buck a shadow upon. it as he goes up

yugh

mi 1gnifi cence may being tq its
and some things are resonant chiefly

be-

i
ad

what

features

avhich has been adopted.

3

- Lent.
The present -is

combining

is known

inthe

whic Th appear

elsewhere.
Expérience. may lead to some
slight changes here and there, but the present issue will suggest the general plan

“That plan

needs

no statement in formal words,” and of its
merits it must itself speak.
The reports
from wariotts sections of the denomination,

Greek, Roman and English churches as the ‘which set forth what is inter esting and sigLenten Season.
For a period of forty-six nificant in the experience and life of our
days, including Su
, previous to Eas- churches, we are sure will be found interter, which occurs
du Ie the earlier part of esting ;j and we desire and expect a general

‘to heaven with the story. of his sacred stewardship, and we gaze after him through the April, the mempbrs of these communions
co-operation in~ order to make this departthick mist of tears. But the memory of his | professedly givéthemselves-to- humiliation;-

. devotion and the ciy of the world for light

forbid us to sit hopeless and in the dark.

And so we rise and take the lessen and attempt to meet ‘the occasion, making thefol-

io a quarto, and the presiy sight columns
forty-eight,

-

~

.'* Hitherto hath the Lord helped us.” We
have gained in
nfimbers, in resources, in in-

"

telligence, in opportunities, and
th the means
'._.of useful service, ‘We x united, recogniz-

‘hent-as-full as our spice will allow.

penitence and the confession ‘of - sins. —
Meetings are held \daily, and many a devotee of ‘fashion, the worldly and even the
sensual abandon for the moment their accustomed and cherished pursuits, observe

the ffiktituted formsof their religion, and:

give at least
a passing thought to serious
things; while those who are really devout
find in this season an, occasion of igreatapi:
itual profit, .
TE
| We are not admirers of Episcopacy or its

Noth-

ing’is insignificant or destitute of interest

—

brilliant and dceasionally witty ; ‘but in this
case it'has proved itself uphisporic and il-

logical as well as egotistic..

We

trust it is

not now going to be petulant and perverse.
Tt missed the fact in its statement, it-missed
“the inference in its re: asonipg, it missed the

target in Jgs wit, it missed

both

modesty

vine life in the human soul has a me#ning

.

The

ex-slavehold-

ers of the South seem determined neither to
learn nor forget. anything. .Disloyal once,

they are disloyal still: “Rev.
formerly

of

Tremont

Dr, €olver

Temple, ‘Boston,

the Transfiguration in’ New York. city.—
Bishop Potter, who administered the reprimand, explained the natare of the offense
and cautioned Mr.

Tyng

tion, saying that the

against

its repeti-

canon violated was in-

tended to preventMisturbances and rivalry
and conflict fromthe offic ating of a strange

who, waving his hand ina decided manner,
exclaimed, “Proceed;.

go

on; go

that the former was obliged to desist.

on,” to

The

protest of Dr. Tyng denounced *‘ the whole
proceeding, from its, commencement to its
conclusion, as false in

jts allegations, unjust

Beriany, N. Y.-

abou®six

weeks past

we

The

Lord

has

tist church i in sa
have

. been

ing ev enipg megtings withepec ial reference

and

to ‘the revival of the church and the salva- «
‘tion of singers.
;
tute, at Richmond, for the education of colDuring this time, we have been favored

who; seek to elevate or do them good.

But

for
the presence of the military neither
he nor any Northein
man could remain
in the state.
Davis and Lée arg the heroes
Whose portraits adorn nearly every parlor in
Richmond.
Usually
Booths
likeness is
sandwiched between them.
The heaviest
blow that has fallen on “these defiant persons is 'the proposed impeachmeiit of the
President.
They = expected
that force

clergy man undef circumstances calculated
would havebeen applied by the Executive
to give_ trouble fto a peaceful minister, and. to prevent his arraignment, and that, like
to ‘terfere with the quiet and o
of his| Cromwell, ere this he woul "have didpersed
parish. At the close of the Bishop's re- Congress at the point of. the bayonet. The
marks a ludicrous and exciting scene fol- steady movement of Congress onward ‘and
the attitude of the President, the prepalowed.—Dr.. Tyng, the father of the re- trations
for ‘the trial and the quiet of the’
spondent, sought to present a protest, when Nonthphave cowed
these defiant, spirits as

Dr. Houghton, one of the High Church par-

West

recently visited the F. W,
this place with mercy and:

who now has charge of a Theological Insti-

and fairness in its retort.
Let it try an hon- ored men for the ministry, makes some
est confession and we believe it may suc- very damiging representations of the for
ceed.
:
: merly slaveholding’ population of Virginia,
He says:
——TYNG REPRIMANDED, The fivial re1
sult of the famous Tynz trial was "reached
They rézard the freedmen as their lawful
ofi‘the 14th inst., when the alleged offender property, “which has been twrestéd from
was publicly reprimanded in the Church of them, and they bear a deadly hate to all

which sets forth God's’ work-among men for ty, began to read prayers. In proceeding
their redemption. The operation of the di-. the latter was encouraged by. the Bishop,
deeper than the games of diplomacy or the
struggles of war,and itis sublimely wonderful beyond the march of ‘the constellations
across the sky. Whoever. has a vital fact to
report from that field may help to - manifest
‘God. The Star will gladly radiate all such

DisLoyaL Stir.

with the faithful labors.of Rev. H. Perry
twelve
- or thirteen evenings.
The Lord
has blessed the prayers and united efforts
of his servants and has made himself known

among

us in the wonders

of his grace and

power,
The church has been gre atly revived, a few tht hail backslidden have < been
reclaimed, and about a dozen souls have
been converted to God.

March 10.

.

D. JACKSON,

BrabY, Mich. A Free Baptist - church was
organized in Brady, Saginaw Co, Mich.,
eight months ago, consisting of seven meni-

bers, by a council appointed : by the Shiawassee Q. M.,
Four weeks ago I commenced a series
of méetings in sid church,
assisted by
their pastor, Bro.
Geo. Carson, which con-

tinued

two weeks,

resulting

in a-good

work.
Twelve, heads of . families, profess
ed faith ‘in Christ, the church” was revived

and numbers Were reclaimed, Five have
been added to the church. ‘We are expect~—A FREE TABLE AS WELL As Purerr, ing that others will unite soon, The ‘religAs is well known, Rev. Mr. Denison, of ious interest is good in this new field of la~
Westerly, R. I., with whom Rev. Mr. Hub- bor, I am preaching to the church oneD. C. PARSHALL.
bard recently exchanged pulpits, is a Close fourth of the time.
/
Communion ‘Baptist, ,.and as such would |

they
Lee.

have

not been

since the surrender - of

decline to commune

withfMr., Hubbard or a

RorrroN AND’ KixasToN, Mich. An’in-.’

member of any open. communion denom- ‘teresting revival has been enjoyed in the
ination.” But wherein isthe consistency of Koylton and Kingston church: + I commeneexchanging pulpits and refusing to sit at ed a.séries of meetings about thie beginning

in its principle, Ah
in its form, il__ edpeople, having gained a position; a char- forms. We cannot, however; but “regard it light that may cometo a focus at Dover + | legal in. its transactions, iniquitous in its
He who liasa beam, or ry; ora spark; | ‘purpose, and voluntaxily and’ persistently | the
acter ea
sphere of labor, The ent same table? Thisis a question Which
d Star is both th
ndex tq ogy growth as both fitting and fortunate for those com- is invitedto supply it. The Sermon wil 1 persecuting in its spirit, process and devel- Mr. Denison and his “denomination are rean instrument by whose use we are to munions which it embraces that such a pe- ‘appear as an occasional feature; our Liter- opment.” A portion of it is’ decidedly inter- spectfully invited to ansiver,. Rev. Charles
be
‘higher and better thing. It | riod is designated for the ‘objects specified, ary Review will be found reasonably full; esting and characteristic. * H¢ said :
Howard Malcom, pastor of the 2d Baptist
is tiot a final end to be rejoiced oyér, but a and that it occurs at this season of the year. the Rural apd Domestic department can
ehurch
at Newport, R. I, whose church has
And 1 do solemnly - ap al: fro this de© means to attainit ;—it
is not ripened grain - Winter, the time eminently sited to induce ‘hardly be otherwise that acceptable to_a cision of this court and from thi Approval practised open confmunion for “thirty years,
; in tho atgrohouse, but the umpler and keen-- reflection, is departing,and with the opening large portion of our readers; and the re: thereof by the Bishop of this diocese, under it is statéd has written¢ letter td Rev. Mr.
|
to be.used in the field. Its year the question of forming new purposes ports of both the Boston and New York the most earnest sense of the cruel injustice Denison, asking him as a Baptist to mee”
with which this. respondent has’ been treat Mr. Hubbard half way. As Mr., Hubbard
mons to nobler work, And for the future becomes a serious one. . The markets are sufficiently extended for all or-| ed,
to the supreme final decision of the Gen‘| dinary PUIRoses.
i PRgal Convevehlion.af.the Protestant. Episcopal has given tip a’ close pulpit, Mr. Denison
It will perhaps be Foserved that we have Chuich in the United States, to the abiding should now open” tifs-communion table to}
the springstime of new hopes and dspiranothing. With this tions. The occurrence of Lent in J ul y and mainly’ adopted what ig known as the Web- sense of justice and #ighteousness in the in- Mj. Hubbard, ani so have a free pulpitani
make all’ things pos; August, when the outward world is attaac- sterian orthography, as being on the whdéle dividual members of the church, to ‘the con- i ffoe table of the Lorl. Such a course
2 Stjuntione, review .of the Christian” church
ald be proper.and consistent, and would
ed to ‘the’ hight of tive and the spiritual man more enervated, prefwrable to any otherpin view of itd im
5
hailed as an ifportant ste toward ‘a
life enlarges with would have been decidedly incongruous, plicity and conformity to principles.
to generations of advancing
ore perfect Cries anion, Be
ious purity and power which
In some respects it would have been anal: | We are Planning to add Geer features of
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of October last; and continued -them about.
four weeks in two-different. parts of the
town. Twenty-five gave their hearts a...
Christ. Eighteen of the converts have been
baptized and united with the church, About
the beginning of November, 1 commenced
a meeting in the township of Rich and eontinued it every night for three weeks. Fifty

souls were leks rejoiqe in Christ as their
Saviour.

Most of them are heads

of fami

lies. We were favoted- with the presence.
and labors of Rev, C. B. Mills several evenings during the meetings, and on Sunday,

Nov. 23, Bro. Mills preag

ul and assisted

the writer in byptizing njhetien happy

verts.

¢on=

‘A church was organized according

thirty. * Others

numbers’ abo

will uiiite - _Alton

iB

1 the south-west part have summed up ‘the number of the Toned | onoicn Eaters
The 5d] 1, amounting to so120, in

preaching for the past ten” years.

to Fr ewilt ‘Baptist usages. The church. how

church is very. small and

probably

of Dayton, Jan,222 amounting to $108,00, and ini | which are’

Samed,

i) they non

‘to
& over

“

“rai,

a

®

ol

the highest eom
received
tor,
, have been “pre- |
of hese, ho
soon, I then moved the meeting three miles | will unite with the church at Gilmanton: the Koylton an Kingston, church, Feb. 18,112,000. Some
ofa"Therrerereh
dhe
mud.
tion,
e
v
ueeful
of
|
time
imi
he
for
are
mast
but
reposted,
viously
$00,
to
aiounting
to
favorable
conditionof thic QM.
Works.andOne" ures
Tron arriidis
nort) h, into the e BO south-west part of Dayton ) the
GOLDEN WEDDING! The children of. Jacob. published. Our exchanges among the United {irube nants ox Shea.
particulars may.
and ‘continued it a few ‘evenings, and

en were converted'and reclaimed.

perity

i

y

elev-

About

is its compactness, it being less than thiity

be Jenrtic £

Bunce, eight in: number, and numerous . other’ | Bréthren report J,200 conversions; among the

fonds met at his residence in Prospect, N.Y.

Congregationalists; 1,000: among the Presbyte-

ano

er oluma.”

:
Messrs. FAR

itor op SE

Bl

timores

See. their oor § ® agri fu din

wo nay aed
‘eb. mth to celebrate the 0th anniversary of their rians; 8,700; among the Baptists, 4,700, How |
miles from one extremity to the other, and |
‘MANURE,which iC
a EVERYWHERE
The writer announced
the object ud
«
WitierE
JONORARCE
S
18
BLIS , "118 FOLLY10 ne]
essen.
sixty have united with- the Dayton church | seven of the churches are at'or within six : a gathering,
far
these
numbers
represent
the
actual
increase
ar
briefly Minding to the w
Dl
orn
there
is
no.
hid
ues,
is
i
n
,
havi
{loos
sTAPLE
MERHE
{ou
¥he Taek
Bed.
hopis
church
The
of
Christ’s
invisible
church
we
cannot
tell;
BHT
re
which
they
had
passed,
and
re-'
since ‘September last.
umor
in
and
no
renredy
af
Farmers’
1568
miles of Laconia. So that a full’ Tepresen- cognizéd. the hand hd
8
oa
Doctor
is
The
standard
for
Rr
NRE
Publi
Jab,
ob
st
of
Olib.
3
v
which had but they certainly show that thre
-a deep
Jing and praying for a greater work of grace. tation of laymen is ~ usually found in its brought them in safety to rovidence
March 16. Price 25cts, pos
Gre
EG
see this - day. The and general spirit of prayer 1 ovvading “the, Thane pesilonia diseases. Sold-by all Druggiots
house.
Address, SOLOMON. MANNING,
A
Se of Club,
It contemplates. building a meeting
sessions who carry. home to_-their churches presents amounting to nearly $200, were pre- clielies, i

sented by H. Bills, a son-in-law, with

i

OTHER

PLACES.

reoman. we learn
pressed a desire to
ant, Wis. _ Rev. S.

earnestness hid zeal.

laboring with

8

will long be remembe red.
ter was not: Torgotten.

Mich.

Agents, of the
Methodist Book Concern has been in office sixteen years; Mr. Porter, his associate, has been in
twelve. These men Have managed the Concern

The officiating 'minis-

J. M. Lasdworray. :

Wis.,

twenty-five

have

een

Eastern Maine,

The Freewill Baptist churches i. Hancock are enjoying a precious revival interest. Fifteen have béen converted or reclaimed. Many others dre anxiously inquir-.
ing.
Bro. Harding's labors have been
greatly blessed to that people. Under his
labors the 2d church: was organized last

!

hopeful conversions and severa hundreds
have been reclaimed. ~The work has been
‘gradual and apparently deep. The converts.
The church is in a
are all living workers.
state

‘held at Unity, and though

prosperity.

the attendance

it was a ‘meeting of interest.

The closing service was’ character: ed by
deep solemnity. Our church in Bangor is
enjoying a good degree of prosperity, The
congregation has greatly increased under

+ PARSONSFIELD | . M., Me.—Held its Feb.

sion with the 1st,¢ yurchj in Newfield; most

church

at Canterbury center, in the Congregs: ational

Rev. L. L. Harmon presented

the

claims of the Portsmouth church, and receiv-

ed in cash and pledges $150. towards, liqui-.
dating the debt on their house of worship.
Rev. C. RB
eckham ok subseriptions
amounting
£300. or $00. for the Theological school at Hav erhill, Mass., and a
good reviv aldptow ed.
Dr. Quinby’s health

STRAF FORD Q. M., Vt.—The last session was
one of more than usual interest. The reports
from the churches were cheering. - The church
at Plymouth is en joying a good revival under
the labors of Bro.
T: A. Stevens.
The church at
Strafford has received many merey drops during
the past year. In all the churches, a
good interest prevails, ®The visiting brethren added largely-to-the interest, of the mectipg.
The pledges
given*and contributiens received for the "Theo‘logical School shety an increasing inteiv. in
that institution. . Next session with, the Piymouth church, Junabth.
E. YOUNG, Clerk.

and Churches.

.'* John 8, Lee, Fayette, “Fayette Co. Towa.
I DH
Doge, Marlet, Mich.
;
“4 1,7.’Adkinson, Ridgeville, Ind.

“w DA. Maddox, Standish, Me."

by the

beginning

of the

Fall

Term, Sept 1st, 1868.
This is as it should
be, for the Seminary is suffering greatly in

its present position, being somewhat submerged in the College, and it is certainly no
advantage to the College.
The Main St. church, in Lewiston, as usual, is prospering finely urider the labors of
its most worthy pastor, Rev.J. A. Lowell.
_ Bro. Lowell is really one of the most successful pastors we have. The audience
room of the church has recently been

refur-

\

A committee was
meeting, to ‘take
Jaise the

mittee

appointed, at the parish
the
matter in hand and

necessary

have

funds,

succeeded

ete.

This

in raising

com-

money

council

3

4

stallation—

-and

warm

exists a very strong
to recall Rev. J.-S.
of this new interes
successful in Lewis-,
-A host of old friends

in past. years
reception.

I

, church with a finer prospect
this. Letits friends
foward.

would give

know

of

before

push the

no

it than

work

boldly

The present term
of the Colleges of a chaiacter to gratify its friends.

and in-

chairman

and

religious experience and eallto the ministry, and
the repkies givenin the. subsequent examination,
afforded much satisfaction to the council and audience:
In the evening the prineipal services were the
following:
« Reading
the Scriptures, by Rev. M. Mathews,
of the Baptist cliurch.
Sermon by Rev. Dr. Cheney,
Ordaining
prayer by
Rev. J. Chaney.
Charge and the hand. of fellows ship extended by
tev. B. F. ayes.
Installing prayer by Rey. G.,
Perkins.
Address-ta
thé ¢hurch by Rev. J. A ‘
Lowell. The services were interspersed with’singing, finely rendered.
The above named dutch, ‘being thus supplied
with a pastor emineptly qualified for his position,
and, their’ placeof worship having recently been

and will well accommodate

¢o-laborers

him a

of Bro.

to ordination

0O..B. Cheney,D. D., was chosen

six hiindred. It is situated in the south part
:
of
the ity where the new church will probably be located,

preparatory

enlarged and made

The classés are

very commodious and attrac-

tive, have a most promising futiire before . them.
all lar gely represented,
The students are
A revival spirit is with them. Beven new ‘cases
quiet and industrious ‘and as usual there is of inmquirers for salvation were seenin the last
no insubordination.
The religious features Sabbath evening prayer meeting. Indeed, both in
of the present term are‘quite marked. BeAuburn and across the river in Lewiston conversions have been frequent for many months.
sides the regular prayer meetings, Sunday
and Wednesday evenings, the students are - The young men’s Christian associations are very
active, and are greatly useful to the churches and

* holding

half hour

prayer meetings

every

whole community.

evening, which are well attended and very:
intersting.

Quite. a

number

have

been

the endowment;

,meeting with
Q. M.;

at the

Dec.

success.

session,

Dedication,

H., for the erection of a suitable house of worship

him

‘have been signally blessed of God.

The

church

$10,000, and appointed Rev. A. Libby to have shown how much may be accomplished
- peers ——aesistin-its-eollection—Let—other-Q. M's; union anda gelf-denying-spirit. - Someof .
brethren have invested
a portion of their proper
4 goand do likewise,
*
Court street church,in Auburn, is growing ty that the desire of theiz parts may be gratifigd
in seeing the salvation of
the Lord in his earthly
very rapidly, and it is a permanent growth.
much labor on the. part of: the
Their enlarged audience room will seat just courts. After
| brethren, they have erected a good house of worabout twice the number of th old room, ship ata cost of $1600: It was suitably dedicated

and yet there already begin t¢ be indica-

to the worship

of Ged, February

27.

The

large

tions that it is too small, At\least thirty attendance of people present testifiedto the innew families have been pérmanently added terest they felt in the good cause. Ministering
were present
to the society since January, they having brethren of other denominations.
in’ the service. That the Great
assisted
and
taken pews. The church is rejoicing in a
of the church: may abundantly pour out his

gracious

Head

revival interest... Ani interesting

Spiriton. this little “band is. Hheprayer. of many

feature in the Sabbath worship is ‘the _con-

* lightfal to, hear the

whole

congregation

which orf theit bold wings bore the prai
ses
of our Father up to heaven, ‘If our churches only knew the superiority of this: book
gver the old Psalmody,they would not: hes

4
i

“Hate to introduce it:
Snel b

La

This

~

a present. of $25.
Rev, and Mrs. N.L. Rowell gratefully wsknowls

edge a pleasant visit and h liberal donation of
$102.00 from their friends in Boston, tendered
‘1

Feb. 26th,

pro

Rev. N. Preble and wife would express thanks

to the chyreh and society of Litohss

a

nearly

donation made them. in Jun: of

‘Whe Welknap, QM,
Q. M.

contains fourteen

‘all: of which

have

churches,

had’ constant

(}

" Rev. W. and Mrs. L. M. Russell express thanks
Mto their friends of the Franklin church, N. Y., for
a liberal donation of $90 on the 7th of Jan. last:
also to their friends in Enst Meredith, N. Yy for

roar,” on some 6f those old tunes,
ever fresh,

§

»

Donations

vently issued by our Printing Establishinent.
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and rapid sale, customers are reminded that these Carpets
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;
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other Christian denominations in the same dity,
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A Cough, a Cold, or a sore Throat,
Requires: fiittediate aftantion, and should be checked.

If allgwed to continue,
Irritation of the Lungs, a Permanent
Throat Disease, or Consumption,
is often the. result. -

BROWN 'S BRONCHIAL

TROCHES

Having a direct influence to the parts, give immediate
relief. For Bronchitis,
Asthma,
Catarrh,
Consumptive, and Throat Diseases, Troches®
are used with alivays good success.

West-

Walke
Joh-D.

Singers

Fd

and

Public

Speakers

use

thes to

clear and strengthen the voice.
* OBTAIN. only “ BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES,”

John Kayser, $200; W. P. Stetson, $143; D. W. Moul:

for proselytism is the:school,

and do not take any

of the

that may be offered.
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Mother Baile}’s Quieting Syrup,
~The great RS

for children teething, al-

lays all pain, cufeswind colic, ‘convulsions, griping,
&e. Large bottlks 2) cents. Sold by Druggists. (1y28
~
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Mother: Bailey’s

Quieting Syrup Tor, children Teething.
Large
Rh
[1y28
bottles only 25 cents. Sold by Druggists.
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Try a box of POLAND'S PLANTAIN OINTMENT.
The best, Salve in the world. Take no other, but in-

EN W.
, Mrs. P. D. Chadbourne,
Mrs. E. A. “Williame. Miss 8. Austin, Miss 8.
Babcock, Miss E. Branch and Miss E. Rumery
L. M's.
71,00

erally kntwn and so universally beloved, that the
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The efforts made ‘by the little Walnut Grove
Free Baptist church and society in Rochester, N.
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and I understand that he is

excellent
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C. Burdick—L. L. Bar-

Greenwich &

Sold by all Druggists.

190.00| ONLY 25 CENTS for LARGE BOTTLES!
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.March 11,

brought to €hrist. Pres. Cheney is still
absent laboring indefatigably to compléte
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| WHEATON'S OINTMENT will cure the Itch.

Ordination, Revival, &ec.
On the afternoon of the 20th ult., at the invifation of the Court St. church in Auburn, ‘Me. a

‘enough in the old cliurch, or at least have
Titin Prospect, to warrant a beginning, and
shave leased: Lisbon Hall for one yer ir. This
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of the

gospel entertained by our pastor have been exalted, and he has cherished a deep solicitude for
the welfare of the church.
He has held up Christ
to many who have looked and lived, borne . with
us as we have heard the teachings of the gospel

nished and finely frescoed at an expense of with apparent indifference, been with us in’ our
about $1200, making it one of the pleasantest social gatherings to aid in moulding us aright,
and sat with us at our firésides and in our sorin the state. This old church has really deter- rows to drop the sympathetic tear. and. bid us
mined not to die from plethora which has trust in him who doeth all things well. For
for a long time threatened it, but has actual- eight years he has been in and out before us laly outgrown itself. For twe or three years it boring for the cause of the Master, and when
has been riearly impossible fora new com-" he goes out for the last time, and when thersolemn
er to get a seat within its walls. They have "charge over us is given up, it will be like Severs
ing the most sacred ties.
atlast harmoniously decided to. colonize.
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York,” says Burleigh
of the Boston Journal,
sist on having this.
“is a religious club known as the Praying Band.
Col. Walnat "Créek Q. M.,
6,84
For sale by all druggists and country dealers.
It has been in existence some years. Tts operaA female friend ot
Auton: N. Y.,
2,00
Dr.
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will,
in North Leeds, Me.,
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patient when given up by the physician, and is especialwith the church at West Sidney. The attendXL Man
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and, we
think,
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The whole make a “strong team,
0
Dews,8S. F. Colwell, S 8, scholars
coughs, as it insures a sweet and refreshing’ sleep.
in Greenville, R. 1,
with the labors of
Rev. M. Gatehell of the Bowand
a revival generally follows their labors.—
NASON, SYMONDS & Co., Kennebunk, Me., Proby Xs D. Peckham, J. Bateman, M. A. Davol .
doin Q. M., and Rev. Roger Ela of the Farming- They are engaged beforehand, and wherever it is Col.
prietors ;* GEO. C. ‘GOODWIN & Co., Boston, General _
i
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Sold by all Druggists.
ough the congregation was announced that the Praying Band will hold ser- Col, by Bika Bugtee, 8. 8., Lake Village, N. H.,
3,00 Agents,
the meeting.
Peter
ker and wife, Delaware,
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:
small, et t enty-eight dollars were “contributed vice, there is the crowd.
Mother
Bailey's
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Syrup
Col. by Rev. A. Hobson; Drege Falls, Me.,
8,00
ivided between the Home Mission in the
to be
,00
The Vermont Episcopal Convention, at its last Col. BY 8. 8., Gilbert Mile N «Yay
Q. M. and the Freedmen’s Mission.
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_SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer,
Tll.—Held its March Bishop Hopkins, who seryed the diocese thirtyWALNUT CREEK Q. M.
Sold by Druggists.
cents.
Concord, N. H.
+
seazion with Kewanee chureh.
On account of five years: It was also ‘decided
that before a
the severe storm prevailing, the session was but Bishop.was elected, his support should be pro- pus
Education Society.
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H. G. Woodworth was present as messenger “self and his small diocese also. \ 7 | WHEATON’S OIN IMENT eures all Diseases of the
from Prarie City Q. M., and preached the word
For Bonefilaries.
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A meeting of ladies and gentlemen ievested
10,00 | Price 50 cents ; by mail 60 cents.. All Druggists seblibewith power.
The Sermons by Elders Bonar and
Rev. A. K. Moulton, Concord, N. H., _
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a
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for
the
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Merritt were also to edification. Rev. 0. D.
WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Proprietors.
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For New Fund.
Patch was appointed Cor. Mes. to next termeof and mothers of deceased soldiers and sailors was.
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Mother Bailey's .Quieting.
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une 26th.
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months of teething, sllays all pain, reduees infiammaof-a-numberof ladies, who for some time past,
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Phil: adelphia and New York,
Tn Effingham, at the ssidence of the bride’s father,
is as far removed from its competitors in “the -valuafor nearly two hours on Sunday morning, on The
by Rev: N. Melcher, Albion P. Taplill, M. D., to Miss
ble properties it possesses, as it is in its enormous
consciousness of the déad and the destiny of man
of
Isa N. Dr: ake, dag zater of Gen. C. K. Drake,
in the final state. - It was one of his best efforts. demand. Of course we allude to the popular “ Barangham.
In Phoenix,
N. Y: Feb. 27, by R
8. Aldrich,
Mr.
4
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The.attention was sustained to the close. Just retU’s Vegetable Hair Restorative,” which is so highly
F. Porter, and Mrs. D. Gilbert, Le
el
to
Mettsistment 5
morning, it was an- regommendedby druggists. Those who have used
after the sermon Sunda,
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SHR
nounced that Mrs. Abigal Canney, the mother of it—and their name is legion—are unanimous in their
HLL, Alber E. Emery and Miss
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Sister Keith, former]
over, fiad just died in praise of its absolute superiority over all its w ould. both of Bours.
Safe
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She was so gen- be competitors.— Cincinnati Times.
the house adjoining t i : urch.
In Tunbridge, Vt., Mareh 12, by Rev F. H. Lyford,
1HE subscriber will place loans for our ministers an

Rev. D. G. Holmes purposes to relinquish the

been fixed. . The Jviews

P. Baker—A.J. ker

tt—R. Beachan—
Barey-F Tah

ELGIN Q. M., Towa.—Held its March session
with the Postville church.
We enjoyed a good
season,
One church reported revival,
Elders
Bunton and Lee held a series of: meetings with
the Sprin, Valley church and gbout fifty were
nin
BENext term with’ the Spring *Valley
church.
JH. GIF PORD, Clerk.

pastoral charge of the F. Baptist chureh/in Fairport, N. Y.~~In view of the anticipated change,
a member of his congregation writes:
The heart is made sad as the time draws near
for us to part with one who has been‘ faithtul
and true to us, and whose purpose to do the

has

Hamufsete

RANT
esale Druggists,
100 Waren Sts., New York.

M.D. Antiis—C. C. Ambler—A.E. Austin—8. R. Brown

and especially the ton, 81,505 F. M. Varney, $13,60; D. &. Whittemore, $83,473
school for girls. Sucha school is established in D. Waterman, $2,003 J. Mariner, 4,00
“5
every lafge town, and these schools are chiefly
Books Forwarded.
R
supplied with scholars by the patronage of Pro , BY EXPRESS.
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estants.
Rev. XY. 0. Guptill, Milton
3 Ponds; N.H!
+A |, Manson, W. Buxten, Me.
In the Presbyterian Church South there : are
“J, Reed, Farmington, Me.
1300 churches.
In these churches there are 80,To)
;
8. HoLpxN, Clerk.
:
'. Home Mission,
i
000 members, , Eight hundred and fitty minisChurch in Madison; Me.,
E
$6.25
ters are connected with the hody. One hundred
Ch. New Gloucester, Me.,
$9,837
MONTVILLE Q. M,Le Me.—Ield its Fei. session and sixfy of these are either without regular. Col. GibsonQ. M., Pin
$12,40
Ch.
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N.
H
iy
$40,35
with the church at N. Vasselboro.. A good de- employment, or serve the church insome other
Col. Huntinglon,
. M., Vt., for expenses of a delegree of interest was mamfested in all the meet- capacity than preaching.
Less than 700 preachate to visit , Baptists in the south,
$20.15
ings. Next session held with the church
t
Col. ch. at Harper's Ferry, W. Va.
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1300
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Sa
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ch., Providence, R. I. ., to con. C.:
Branch Mills, June 19—21
ger A. Widiong Mas. E.A. Cady, *
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“Among the” unique institutions . of New

“

to!

will of God

| the symptoms, remember that the slight internal diss
order of to-day may become an obstinate,” ineqrably
disease of to-morrow.

3

“Letters Received.
~

hee

1 house. Before lite 1s imperiled, deal judiciously with

gen made to unite

in their

at Prosarver of Health,

ach, Liver Complaint, Biliousness, Flatulency, Fullness of Blood, andal} Inflammdtory Complaints where .
a. gentle cooling cathartic is required, ‘80 says the
‘Chemist, 80 says the Physician, so says the, great
Public’of the Nineteenth Century.
..
.
. Heed ye them and be not without a bottle in the

wl

come from foreign homes to teach their children,” added a petition that *“ we all may meet in
heaven with Abraham,
Jsmae and Jacob, and
Abraham Lincoln.”
The property of the Romish Chureh, in the new
cityof Leavenworth, Kansas, is, from the published estimate, some $475,000, while that of all

with LeBouff churéh,
A good delegation was
resent. The proceedings, of Conference were
harmonious throughout, ‘and all were
ngthened in the divine life. The ministers were encouraged with new zeal for ‘the- Christign warfare. “Bro. L. Baird was chosen. to preach the
opening discourse at the next session, and Wm.
Parker was elected standing clerk for one year.
Next session with the Lake .Pleasant church,
commencing June 5,at 2 o'clock P. M. -

Rev. N, L. Rowell, pastor of. the F. Baptist
the. labors of Rev. S, E. Root. W ithin a church
in Boston, has changed his residence to
few weeks sev eral ‘have found the Saviour. Chelsea, corner of Arch and Fourth Sts., where
he may be addressed.
EY
~ Rev. F. H. Lyford has closed his labors with
owivian Me. and Vicinity.
The bids for the "erection
the “new ithe ehurch in East Randolph, Vt., after a pastorate of nearly seven years. He would be pleasbuildings for the Maine State Seminary ed to. correspond with any chiftch: that ‘may. dehave been opened by the Committee. Mr. ho his services.
Hanson, a reliable contractor and builder,of
tev. Dr. Fullonton iis the representative elect
to the next Legislature in this state from New
Lewiston, makes the lowest offer—&19,775,
—8$2000 less than any other. The job will Hampton. Among the other clergymen elected
probably be given to him, The Building we: observe the name of Rev. Ezra Ham, of Gilmanton, who was a member of the last LegisCommittee voted to proceed immediately lature.
:
x
with their preparations for building. They
Rev. John Malvern has accepteitreati from the
intend to have the new buildings ready for Clie St. church in this city to become its pas-

occupancy

teachers

hex

positive cure in all cases of ‘Costiveness, Dyspepsia,

eit

Past Oflice Addreises,
Rev. E. Dudley, Prarie City, IL.

by the American Missionary . Association writes’
that
a colored clergyman, after praying for the

“Northern

i)

-

ii

Heart-burn, Sick Headache, Indigestion, Sonr Stom-

-Balcomb—K. Cole—A. Colby—J.. Cool
.. Cum
ZsF.
A. Clark—W. P. Cl
Garr—J. Chatterton—J.
W, Cowell_E.C. CGook—S._Carsley—A. Cobb—
the Unitarian ‘sect and the
Uniyersalistin one. Conon-g:
G. W. Chamberlin—B, J. Cole—T. D. Clement—S. 'H.
Cami ort
W en
Dudley—J. P. Davenport—O.
The Unitarians want ‘the chief seats at the fable,
PD. Dike-W, J. Durfey—A. Donaldson—8. M. Davis—L.
and the proposed plan does not, work smoothly.
€. Dod, gé—E. Dunton—E. A. Duncan—E, W. Fox—J. 5.
Folsom—J, Fothergill—C.
Farnsworth—E.
Fisk—J.
Proof is abundant
of the undying affection | Fener—P.
Ep
olson
. J. B. Goo—L. Given—E,D. Hunt.
E.
H.
Hanson—J,
Hoyt—A.
Hatch—J.
Hackett—R.
cherished by the sable millions of the South to- den—I. Z. Haning—W. C. Hance—M, M. H
«ward President Lincoln. A teacher employed Huling (2)—B. Hawes—L. T. Hoitt—J. W.

Recently an attempt has

“WASHINGTON Q. M., Pa.—Held its last sion

is improviing.
Ministers

ses- |

the churches
were represented.
The meeti
was one of unusual interest, a precious work of
grace followed in the Plage: and it is believed
ave beconte hopefully
more than a sco
in’ | that
conveyted.
COTTON BEANE,
terk.

The

at East Sanbornton has recently Shared
the same mercy drops.
"At the Janugr y session of this Q. M., held

est, devated laborers.
The number of students in sttenduhe e at
the Maine Central Institute this term is 115.
The March term of the Unity
. was
was not .large

of spiritual

It is composed of earn- church.

year, on the Neévk.

D.L. RICE, Clerk.

‘cial and manufacturing interests. -

institution, at Rochester, Wis.'

Sat

;

ster through
~mistake.. He is a’ memberof the
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~#
A copy in the hands of every Superintendent anil. difficult to master.
And that it still is mine:
| the 'm from their task, "We sce that eat, muscle, on all sides gf each bone, and come commend the work with a special emphasis, and teacher would be seed well sown, and the first
We have
cleared’ away the SHOW and
When the flowers lie dead in winter,
conttnually, leaves and buds; but© i is to | down witha spring. bound,’ that cars and
down’ through the solid
shall be surprised if it doesnot finda place at once traitsof the field would appear speedily witha & hewn a passage
In their winding sheets of snow,
°
carriages may ‘envy, but cannot hope to at- on the study table of the great mass of studious promise of more,
pavement
of
the
frost,
and there, ini that
gather
material
for
tReir
work,
as
you
iF
¢
v
!
We know they'll rise to’charm our eyes
| inhospitable place, we come to bury our declergymen of all denominations.
{ 'seen mother Jerome heap up bundles of flax | tain !
Again in summer's glow.
bo
8.
parted, be it child, or wife, or mother, or
COFFEE-POT SAM. From the Yeligions Tract So—
None of your belly-flounder This lying E
around her distaff. Then, when th
catThus.I, in this chill season,
Boston:
Our heart shudders, in
- ciety, Londom
Henry
Hogt,
1868, { much loved friend.
down on a sled like 4 | buckwheat cake on a THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS, with Explan: =
When frost anid darkness reign.
erpillars have amassed enough, they’ finish
16110. pp. 163.
| convulsive chill, at the forlorn last offices Whit forthe spring whose warmth shal rire | their repast and begin to spin.”
tory:
Notes:
To
which
are
added
a
condensed
griddle; or that sideway sitting oh the hind |
Twq things on this titleqhage assure us of a | we are come to perform.
While our feeling
Viewest=tls
jesthood of Christ, and a transLifeto my flower again ’
good hook.
One js the indication that it had the
em of it, with one leg cork-strewed out beis protesting, the solemnity, so called, goes
[
.
“To
spin
skeins
of
thread
as
vour
wife
lation
of
.the
Epistle,
prepared
for
this
work.
:
— Home Journal.
|
onpand before we have gotten our own eon-hind for steering, are not the thing. They ||
3v Henry J. Ripley. late Professor in, Newton imprint of the London Society; the otlier is that
| does, Jerome?” asked Lucy.
Theological Institution, author of * Notes -on’ it has Mr. Hoyts. Iris dike the note of a first | sent, the “tribute
of respect” is ended.—
[are
not
orthodox.
The
vy
savor
of
a
compl
|
=!, “Oh! no, little one,” laughed Jerome,
the Gospe 18,” -ete., ete. - Boston: Gould & Linclass merchant, endorsed by another whose char- | The frozen chips of earth, loosened again.
&
they spin themselves % little house. At | ance with weakness and timidity. A real ' coin.” 1868. 12mo. pp. 213.
acter and business standing make his name allay | by blows, are piled on thé loved one's rest,
Prof.” Ripley's Expositions of Seriptures hav e
| first 4ney wisely choose a qui
* spot where | [ boy should sit upon his sled fair and -square
all distrust,
Coffee-Pot Sam is a man who will {and we turn % oo.
“Will it storm nih
they j will neither be disturbed = during | | with his face” to his work, and ready to been greatly prized for their learning, their clear take only the wholesome beverage while his fel- | The wind, alas! is how ling eéven-now int
meet all * difficulties with his breast to ness; their freedom from any manifest theologi- low workmen take gin, whe studies his Bible trees, and the slee ting is already begun,
their work nor exposed’ afterwards.
They
>
cal bias, their directness and elevation of aim,
while they fight, and who. wins their esteem by
God, it shall not be!
We were going to ;
suspend themselves upon the branch of a them.
For the Morning Star.
especially for the docile and reverent spirit
his Christian consistency and makes his example | fools, we see, but
mow the spell is§ “broken.
Nor let any oil decry the long trainp up and
tree, orin a niche of a wall. - Then they roll
which they pespetually breathe. Ie understands . and spirit preach some of thém into repentance, | Our departed
is not in that hole, and we .
hill that follows this fierce flight “dow nward, the real function .of the Expositor, and he never sobriety and happiness. =A good sermon from an | scorn to say our farewell over it! Let the
themselves little by little in their thread, and
make of it an envelope so very ‘close that at What if it is leng, the sled hanging behind,
Translated igom the French
practically forgets it whil~ 'wisv with his work.
available pulpit which all true men are anointed | snows fall heav ¥, if they will, and the wind
of He is intent on getting the eaning out” of the. to fill. 4The remaimng stories are like this in-ele- rage pitiless and wild ‘above, ours it shall
last the little worker is seen no longer. | ‘the way slippery, and withal some peri
BY
MRS. MARY
LATIIAM
curni

And little hands so tenderly

“But a northern winter.is

full

wn

>

©

the: stronger.

caterpillars.”
¢
v.
«Is it we, then? ‘asked Luey.
5
Wé do many similar things, my darling,”
replied the gardener, “and do not think
ourselves any more wicked for it. Our
daily wants, as well as those of the
“caterpillars must
be supplied, Cand, like

\

© But little fingers clasped them,
And little lips caressed,

bot

are

we

‘ed ones in this affair,
¢
they: are not. the

od

1868.

hot 4

RE

plainly, little one, if there . are any wick-

Treasures.
I have some withered floyvers,
That are softly laid away,

25,
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~
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Fam ip Circle:

Lucy and the Caterpillar.
Se

slimy

There was once a little girl

~ she went. every Friday

named Lucy.

to spend

those avalanches of other

Then it is not a caterpillar any more, it is a
chrysalis, as it is called ; a thing which has
nejther feet nor head,

the day

and

vet

which

stirs

:

She never injured anything, so that nothing had heen forbidden her.
One day she
saw upon a little peach-tree a ripe peach.—

text which the Spirit-of inspiration has put there;

vation

not to impart a meaning to the: text which he
thinks it ought to carry.
When he opens his
Greek Testament it is asa learner; when he
writes out the results of his study it is that he
may convey to others as clearly as possible what
he himself has gathered. True enough, the state
of mind and heart which makes him an evangelical Christian does not a little to inv est the record
with an aspect quite unlike that which it presents

MozAut: A Biographical Romance,
from
German of Herbert Raw. By E. R. Sill:—New
York: Leypoldt & Halt.
1868, -12mo. pp. 323.
Mr. Sill is something besides a poet; for he
here appears as translator, and the work which
he has chosen to dress in an English garb is more
or less an index to liis tastes,
It is a. thoroughly
entertaining volume which he has here brought

to the mental eye of a Tubingen critic; but, satisfied that ‘there is a divine tone in this word of

ed to portray the great musical genius and composer, to bring out the
characteristics of the

Scripture,

man, to set hefore us the social and artistic life of

glory of the down.
We never see the~snow

entirely disagreeable looking.”

of its balmy

air.

boys

that

It is the dark that givespower to the high
light. The up makes, ‘by contrast, thevery

One might say .that it
with “her grandmother, who. had a wery | when it is touched.
is
no
longer
an
animal.
It.might rather be
large and beautiful garden in which the litIn shoit it is
tle one delighted to run and play, inhaling calleda seed of something.

at the same time deep draught:

come

roaring and whirling down ? The going up
is still an indispensable part of the epic.—

on

.
the * ground,

“And is that its recompense for having worked so pithinlly ?2 asked the ‘little

old as we are, that we do not feel the very
spirit-of the sled again. And now, an old

girl.

man, we

would

if

we

could,

mount

and

“Oh! no; this wpparent death is only a’ plunge down the hill again. Though a
‘man’s hair
as white as the SNOW under
It was tinted with white, rose and violet; disguise,—a species of prepar ation for their
the cold, the his feet, he need not he gshamed of a voyand it was downy and delicious looking. | second existence. When
.
Lucy thought immediately” of her grand-, snow, the bad weather are entirely passed, age on a sled!
“One winter not long ago, when in.New
‘when the sun ha§ Warmed anew all that
mother, so Kind to her, and

wishing to car-

ry her this beautiful fruit she e xtended her has lifé upon the earth; the chrysalis opens,
hand and gathered it. But upon the under and the former caterpillar takes its flight in
¢ part of the peach heyy little fingers felt mid-air, under the form of a beautiful but"something soft and yielding; she . looked terfly. It is then, you see, that it is rewarded for its patience, its courage and its
and then threw the peach from her, sereamsubmission.
Formerly
the poor
little
«+ ihg and running away as fast as, possible.
creature crept about upon the. leaves; now
This soft thing was
a caterpillar! ,
The ol gardener w 0 was at a little dis- it flies over the flowers. It is nourished
tance, weeding the = .cawberry-beds, ran at with _ their perfu imes; it dyinks the dewonce toward the chird and inquired anxious- drops. For the caterpillar, now become a
hiitterfly;-no-more lard labor, no-more soli=
ly what had happened to her.
:
"For her only answer, Lucy, still pale with tude, no more’ loneliness! It floats above
-_ agitation, pointed to the peach upon the blooming gardens and flower-bespangled
-ground; from ‘which the caterpillar had not ‘fields. =It sports in the air with a créwd of
@
All eyes folyet fallen.’
.
Es friends, also joyous and light.

.
¢

«What !" said the old gardener,

low it. as one of the

smiling,

most “beautiful

objects

Bedford, we found a long

éent a creature cause you so much fear?”

Worried at the buzzing
Said she had a. headache,

low and the dark are so many different spe-

Knew it buzzed on purpose

To defy her will,
Buzzing bee was happy,

head forward

alittle, althoughstill

reflection, |

.

ment

aah lagives, buds, flowers, and

destioy the tree with the har

-

£

ny of the caterpillar,

i

>

Ww.

‘h

Minding

not

cross

Jennie

| accomplished our task, ~the
Jwardrr
.

.

even

if

AM

as a matter of

year, that we think of immortality with half
the tension that ‘we do at the whiter , funerals. We ask it instinctively, as we do a five
for the cold. S15

Hogarth

and Dickens
SB

. I know that comparisons by the erities do
not amount to much.

METHODIST
1867.

generals

story

= EPISCOPAL

demand

for

$0 does’ Dickens.

them

The

Silver

Cord, ? ete.

Octave,

One has called Hood's

was in all inimitable
; Dickens is no less =.
In short, had Dickens been a painter,
he

would have painted more like Ho garth than-

any other man that has ever live

Her biography of Irving is a most

has been

magnificent book; and her last
printed as a serial in one

never giigty

of commonplace,

of the

Payer covers,

Epitaph.
>

—

Gee

; ;
five

Frances Power Cobbe has a very interésting paper on E SDifahs in the February,
By M. R. House number of Templé Bar. . She says:
Sl
Paper covers. . pp.
«On a large
number of French tembs we
; have seen t
entreaty to the dead child, or

dead young

pp. 112.

girl, to intercede in heaven for

their afflicted’survivors ; but we have never

happened to find

a

Pamphlets,

|

nor of playing to

the pif. .
MY HUSBAND'S CRIME,
keeper. With Mustrations,
115.
. ONE OF THE FAMILY. By the author of “Carl-

yow's Year.”

Hogarth un-

' covered wretchedness to the eye of
Dickens fiinkes you shed tears. Hogarth

any full-

wn man fol-

lowed to the other. world by the

Magazines,” &o.

quest!”

same re-

Some of the specimens of mortu- -

scriptions are more grotesque tham
Tug New ECLECTIC for Apri] reaches us in ‘Ary
advarice of its rivals; and brings us such a yarie- | solemn, and rather suited to the columns of

ig such 8 Way as tq.

J-than the marble slabs of a. smelery:.
good things. Lat. One... ERs. bs. Pages «Lian.
its own story :
the beginning fo the end with increasing satisfac.| 3 he following: tells

dt¥cafi
a single

tion, It improves with age and gains something |
Husband and
‘affectionate Father,
man and exhibiting the philosophy of a broad | continually from the experience, enterprises and
Wh hose EE
idow. and Orphans
movement; in reproducing
the enthusiasm of a enthusiasm of its managers. The present issue Continue 10. carry on the Tripe and Trotter busicamp . meeting and unfolding
the grave issucs closes the first volume in # way that is creditable
that hang on the deliberations-of a General Con- and full ‘of promise. Baltimore: Trumbull & At the»ne shop as before their bereavement.
ference ; in translating ‘the experiénces of a pio- Murdoch.
“
|
)Sentiment and selfishness are finely mine
n

»

v

1# - On her fretting tree,

'| neeF circuitrider and setting forth’ the work of
PE

we always go away full, Only look at it in
that light and yout) be a8 cheerful as I am.”

ap” ¢

Hogarth's portraits were

is a masterof the ludicrous.

pp.|

ablest literary periodicals on each side of the Atlantie,~Blackwood and the Living Age. She is tsi.

12mo. pp. 522.

portraying

the

i

scientiously.

historidn of Methodism; and we

them; in

of

appreciative and

[ aims, He, Is equally
og
skillful in ngyrafl
‘and

because

vigorous and brilliant. one, and it is wielded .cons

ang. effective career. He has rare abilities, and

end-

everhsting re-

immortality,

fact, it is not in the fresh, outbursting life of .
the spring; ex {pn any softer season of the

“It is intend-

THE BROWNLOWS.
By ‘Mrs, Oliphant, author of “The Life of Edward Irving,” ete. Paper covers, pp. 186,——Mrs. Oliphant’s pen is a

a

THE

they are ' combined in him
| m
m all ¢

But the resemblance is, that there. is for us for let us go away ever so full, we always
also labor in this world, then. death, and} frome back empty.”
t¢ Dear me! how strange to look at. it in
| then the-resirection.” ;
“Yes, my child,” replied the guidener. that way I" said the bucket. ‘How I enjoy
“the resurrection ; and if we have faithfully the thought that however empty wé come,

"

348,

ry than it was in-having such a man as Wesley to
give shape to its organization ahd direction
to its |.
quick forces when it was setting out on its unique

nat Soe
some Jennie
Are Theretherenof
Jennics,”
Boys and girls, you know,

.

thor

dis-

ing at this period such a man as he to tell its sto-

Forth
to duty, children!
Like the Dy bee, : *
.

extensively

lay’it down with the conviction that this ‘ecclesias-

Glad its sphere to fill,

Who to fief at others.

been

tical Body has been scarcely less fortunate in hay-

not, -

¢ Ah 1" yeplied the other, 61 was*reflectless, whilst butterflies die” upon the earth. ing oh the Noclossuoss of our being filled ;
world our life will. be

in

be unbelieNng, than to bury

a friend in the winter.

some royal preacher when the

gled in this plaint of & widower:

‘Brackwoob's MAGAZINE for Febrtiryls ablex

pews of a metro’

‘own denomination, his spirit is. yet eminently
catholic and his religious sympathies ave awak- |
ened and enlisted by whatever has an ‘important
bearing upon the success of the gospel.. His vol:
umes are never dry; every cliaptér has its anis|
mation; the enthusiasm of the men of whom we
learn

passes

into the spirit ‘of ‘the

reader;

and

while the.story runs on in a similat channel, the
special aspects are continually - changing. The
scholarly and philosophical, reader will findmuch

|

I've lostthe comfort of my life,
Death caine and took away‘m wife,
And now I don’t know what to do, *
Lest death should-eome and take me too.

How dismal you look I” said a bucket to politan church are packed tvith, critical listeners. and characteristic, Its * Memories of Sir Philip
that caterpillars’ are only animals, that we. his eompanmion as they ‘were: going to the: A thorough Methodist, full of the zeal which dis-- Francis” and its*Historical Sketches of the Reign
; tinguishes the ‘dévetion of that people to their of George IL” are in a line of literature where |
have souls, and that caterpillars have none; well,
that in

fauh

makes the writing and the printing-“a paying | not flattering ; Dickens's ave not apt to be.
operation.” The following have heen. recently | Hogarth pa ited to establish a point ; Dickens. always oes. Hogarth made one see
received:
SOBNER OR LATER. By Shirley Brooks, au- the ludicrous side of everything; Dickens

This volume coihipletes, Dr. Stevens's work as

May be Setting 1 still.

~~

chiefly written

CHURCH IN THE UNITED "STATES OF AMERI“Cx.
By Abel Stevens, LL. Di Vol. IV. New-

the American

Discontented Jennie

Hi

OF

York: Carlton & Porter.

"That was what she thought. '
Still the bee kept buzzing,

o foo

you. Py just related to me, resembles
much that which mamma has ‘told me of
ourselves, I khow. that we are persons and

i

Said ’t was really hateful—

f the old gardener, ind began to oby
she, er

a

gard for truth, musical exjticisin. enough to make

—

Ls

Lg
SeverSiougior Jou,
“twas I
Aono
Busy little bee.
ww snore fvetiul

~~ Astle ge a

7

dteesilently.
1 Sng oni

readers,

hy~rompel

one chances to

There is fact enotigh to certify to the author's re-

of much--seholar-

Srlinary use, °

HISTQRY

Never thought to shirk.

z
Er ihe little a took
pnresolutely. ,
Saying
this,
the peach and the caterpillar from the hands |

presence of the
yaoF.

:

(Dusy at its work :
Gathering stores of honey ;

«Yes, it is true,” sid Lucy, leaning nor ares.” Give that one to me that I may Seeit|

shrink: |better.

of American

| be to thank thee, Father, Lord of the warm| er clime, that onr de axek-oe liv es with thee.”
Practically almost nbthing wil more surethe,

i

the-epoch which he distinguished, and to group
around the majestic central figure the representa
tivermen of the time who illuminated the musical
world during the latter part of the last century.

cusséd, and the new translation af the end of the
volume has been most conscientiously done.—
Taken all in all, we have seen no other exposi| tion of this. Epistle which makes so near an apto our idea of.a model } Commentary’ or
ip proach

_

Wished it would be still ;

;

they bring out the fruit

per on a subject that has

“The large, the small, the white, ‘the yel-

“Oh! itis so ugly!” replied Lucy, with cies, whieh live a Ipnger ©or a shorter time,
and
req jre
longer or . shorter time fo
a gesture and a grimace of disgust.
“The children of the butternies are
+All are not so,” replied the gardener; hatch.
“ som on the contrary, are very pretty. little eggs, which their mothers attach
py
a carefully to the bark of‘plants, and which,
" And this one is not at all
g
see!” added he, leading the little girl gent- when thé: time shall come, will hatch into
ly towards ‘the peach, and taking both the little caterpiljars. These little caterpillars
fruit and the inseet ipto his hand. “4 See, . will pass thioush the i & ils as od
ve done, and if, in their turn
they |
e my daring, how richly this little caterpillar perents
© is dlothed; we might say that it was a robe Snjehs yell their work; they “wilt live the |
of brown velvet with golden ribbons and sam¥e/change and the same recompense.”
a double necklace of pearls! ! It is truly.onZ | - “You are right to love the caterpillars,
"ly thie good God who ean “be so Jivish of my good Jerome,” said. the child, ““for
they-are, 1 see, very courageous little creatbeautiful things.”
ils

i
ec
io
©

inter-

ship and learning, they are plain in their style;
wholly free from pedantry and illuminate just
what was doubtful or obscure. The Essay on the
priesthood of Christ is ‘fresh and thoughtful pa-

o

- © Of a bumble bee:

2)

:

while

:
Tajtle
Jennie fretil,
Sitting in a tree,

5 7 No, my darling,” replied good Jerome.

‘And how,

The

Frotting J enme.

up, so he talked familiarly to them, and lov- large butterflies?” asked Lucy.

my dear child, could so small and so inno-

attitude
of a

interest,

writings essentially Shaksperian. It would
the hook interesting to lovers of that forin
of -art, have been as true to have likened him to
selectmen; or whatever their names were, with patient and careful search,
character-painting enough
to satisfy fhe
stu- Joe Miller,and no more so. But I have wonhe best results.of his study appear in this exat the public expense, carted on snow
where the track was worn; iced it by water position of the Epistle to the Hebrews. What dent of men, and romance and stirring ‘ine ident dered sometimes that ho one had seen a like- |
and dramatic passion. and sentiment enough fo ness between the genius of the painter and
thrown on every night; stationed a band of he states in his preface would have been readily keep the interest of the ordinary reader
ahove
novelist. Hogarth belonged
to no school of
inferred,
that
thisvolume
is
the
fruit
of
long-.
music there; had torches Jit and placed
the flagging point. 1tis a unique Produetion, and artists, Dickens to no school of authors.—
¢ continued study of the Epistle in the ori inal, to
along the sides; and the generous people, which study the various helps of biblical Titéra- its literary merits are real. ‘|'Hogarth’s pictures were crowded with charWl
acters; so are Dickens's books. Hogarth's
————
catching
the = spirit, illuminated
their. ture have been subservient.” His comprehension
characters ‘are uni ue’y so are Dickens's.—
apes & Brothers continue the issue, of new
houses, and this preparation was thrown of the general and special’ aims.of the document
Hogarth developed in his pictures a series
-open to men, women and children.
That seems to lack nothing. His analysis of its con- Volumes of their Seléct Library at such a rate as
of surprises; Dickens in his plots. Hogarth
city is civilized. That part of the milleni- tents and course of argument, found in his Intro- ought to satisfy the most exacting consumers of painted the weak and vulgar in human na-the lighter literature. Some of the volumes posum, which consists in sliding down hill, we duction, is every way admirable, and goes a long sess genuine merit, but nobody wonld suffer very ture as no: other man ever did.
Dickens
way in expounding the Epistle by the rare force seriously in consequence of remaining ignorant swrites thet, Hogarth detailed the commonbegin first in New Bedford !-Beecher.
of the simple statement.
The Notes are suffiHoof their contents,
They are chiefly read for the ‘est events of life; so does Dickens.
viently full to satisfy almost any inquirer, and
sake of mental recreation anid amusement, and garth made evil and affectation ridiculous; -

of spring. Itis admired and envied by those
who once scorned it: Above all, it is blessgardener had kiown,, Lucy and her mother | ed with a family of little ones.” /
3
Ave Tittle butterflies then the children of |
from infancy ; he had almost brought ‘them
ed them almost like a father.)

himself in the

to the notice

preter,—appreciating at once both the sanctities
“and privileges of the office. He is heth broadminded
and critical, rising with a ready power to
the mastery of the general course of thought, and
descending to the minutest details of expression

refused to

horse vehicles, and set apart to sleds.

“is it that poor little caterpillar which has
made you cry out in such a manner?” (The

-

street

he puts

reverent listener and a most conscientious

of tone and genuine

1

Blackwood is always effective ; its Toryism comes |- “The following was Inseribed on a bacheout freely when. discusses “ Fenjanism and the
lor’s tombstone :
.
Irish,” and it is little less than toadyish and {
“+ Ad.three score winters’ ond I ed, :
amusingly . apologetic when it déals
®ith the

|

. A cheerless being lone ai a

“Queen of the Highlands” and the _yolume o

reminiscences in which Vietorfa invites the people of Great Britain to shave her pleasant dgmes:

tie cqnfidences, « New York: L. Scott & Coll &
nb

|

~
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|-

The nu Hal

And

It is i

ne

T

to nfm

never

"

r never had
1

th

i

that this .one was

taken from a stone in an Irish church-yard :

THE RADICAL for March possesses variety and | “Under this stone lie two babies dear,
vigor, saying many becoming things though higb One is butied in Conumght and the other here.

p]
wy
Bist quai

ah

.

]

el

=

le
tl
é

ly

£3

| they
ER

fraction of

endure a small

were attended

who have she least ability the fatigue and exhaustion they now expe-'
All travelers’

i
Ts
A

Naples.

|| parlor; ‘Whe. will care for mother

The poetic side of Ttaly will there

Re Ties for the baseChristian,’| ball championship while is father is toiling
Bellows. writing to the Liberal
:
!
g
for his daily bread{ would attract many
_ thus pays - his homage’ at that glorious Spectators and elicit many practical sugges-|
(
;
See CE .
:
:
ons.
:
We are earnest” advocates of wholesome
at
And what can exceed in fascination,

through its

seen

blue waters;

ight the rocky od of Pausilippo,

to the

cover-

and fig and oleanders sug-

or

ange lf

fancy pleases itself with rememberin

letic sportsi “We

that Pozzuoli and Trocida and Ischia,an

mischief, while Portici and Cas-

islands,

lovliestof

in love, always singing, al-

the style of the
The Throne

to beauty and to nature!
ways devoted
about them is softening and
Everything
g, rebuking to awkwardness and
:

discouraging to ambition.

The bay

He

seemedto

evenings

|

be-

it, except

invites

carpet,

spatte

with

Gothic chair, surmounted

" ‘low thier thoughts and soothe them to rest.

is the throne.”

by

a crown.

It is covered

n

| BUCCEss :

the

to

of

ashamed

core, ‘and. not

ped with crimson velvet.

but’ pas-

sionate, and feeling that life has but one
~ object, to love and be loved. Their_eyes
are full'of fire; their -hair is an ambush;
they move gracefully, éven in coarse gar. ments, and look as if a little water and
mantua-making would at once change them
into ladies.

\

of clerk.

service

in the

theta

ity

to put

down the

inde

PREPARED
REV. WALTER

|.

N. H.,

and daughter of sister Charlotte Pierce,
e.; died

Feb. 8.

of consumption,ir V.,

Previous to her sickness she had ne-

Slecteq Christ and lived without

hope

uring her sickness she. sought.and

Saviour.
Her convictions were
saw clearly the sin and danger of

This

of

he is

BY
CLARKE,

r of the celebrated
Y, Minot, Me., to whom
Sold Wholesale by Rust BRo-& BIRD
Boston;
J
R.I., H. H, HAY, Portland, Me., and
gints atid medicine dealers
ganeradl
“ BURNHAMS & VAN SH
Chicago, Gereral Agents for the West.”

#

J. WOODMAN.

the UE. ah

two

eather
Price, $1. per _Bottle~--Six Bottles for $5.

FLORA A., wife of Wm, Kittredge, of Pelham,

of Vinalhaven,

Paris Women.
. Do not think you can know the city of to- |
day
withtout
going to cgneerts ‘and balls.
A
are a
wings
of its life, and
on
them Paris floats giddy and delighted.
At the balls you see a succession of frail
beautful

women,

and

a crowd of ig-

noble facés among the Parisians;

English, and Americans,

chanted.

Women

walk

as many

curious, blase, en-

under soft lights

amid flowers with the coolness of fountains
and the fairy beauty of grottoes, to the

before

the

Queen,

know it,

and they

under that gayety! The very sadness gives
additional expression to their fitces. One
impe
and pale woman was dressed in a
robe of black velvet. Her soft, white face

gleamed, luminous, like a pearl; her eyes,
damask; like the pirple pansy ; on her cheek

take

DANA

of labor and

anxiety, and

But

the party has been

‘¢ presented at court,” and will tell it to her
children’s children.
When the Queen holds

Sie

she

hour.

stands

like a

During

side of Jordan. to

the

statue—as

cold, as insensible. She neither bows nor
speaks.. The mass file before her as if she
were hewn out of stone. 4

tionate
all his
whom
a large

wife,
labors
he has
circle

gr

They

whirl,

they

and

GooOD-

his coming:

Thus passed away from

whose manly form, mild andsamiable

An

e

in

Christ her Saviour. The last words she used were
the words of the angels tothe shepherds of Beth-

Gymnastic ‘Exercises.

lehem. “Glory to God in the highest, and on earth
peace, good will toward men.”
CoM.
WILLIAM CHAMPION died in Effingham, Feb,

Harpers Weekly ® discourses sensibly on
f
the hygiene of gymnastics, justly claiming 20, aged 77 years and.8 months,
HANNAH, wife of the above, died March 6, aged
that young men and women are entering inin
happy
lived
had
». Joysic
exercise with headlong speed 77 years. and 6 months, They
a other’s love for upwards of fifty-five years.
injadicious zeal; that in such exercises |STheir
in their family, in society and in
. great many
excesses are committed, and the Baptistinfluence
church; of which they both were wor-

dangers to

health and beauty, unwittingly

--encountered, With -our national - tendency

was salutary. To each, death was a
thy members,

summons to.come. home.
Death.is. swallowed.
up in viegory, through our Lord Jesus Christ.”
N. MELCHER.
.

than

2

made

wife of Bro,

LYDIA,

The true purpose,—to regulate and develo
the strength of the body and attain grace >
movement of Peston, 8 lost sight of in the
desire. to, exe
some marvelo

which cart only be done i
well-being

gg

of

ne and muscle,

lung
ertion and
rightly * apportioned,

he

gn

Blaisdell,

Ivory

died

in:

Rome, Me., Jan, 3, aged 41 years, Sister B
gave her heart, to the Saviour when 16 years of
0, was baptized by Rev, Roger Ela, united with
the F.W.B.church fr Belgrade and from that hour
she has maintained a consistent Christian life.
By her amisble disposition she endeared herself
to all who knew her. As a neighbor, she was beloved and respected, and all gay that a Christian

earth one

have

disposition

has gone to rest.

Tn the death of this dear sistér,

resorted.

and the public

to

A f tochooll,

hia
by

to

ming they were

former pa

Mr. Hall, and their pr
our
tion was si milar to ours.
Pur
be deceived

original:
led

affectionate companion
‘a husband has lost an
three sons
and three daughters one of the best, of
mothers, but we believe their loss. is her eternal

it

Hirt ji a
and an imperfect gain,

is
_ 8, BOWDEN,
knowledgeof the nature and wants of the
Jacon Huss departed this life near Patriot,
human sistem, united to a morbid ambition
aged 24 years and 6 months. He
Feb. 24,
to walk
v
o.furthest and fastest, todift the Ind,,
writer, He was a young man
was the son of
most and to leap the highest, ensure results highly gsteemed for his excellent character. At
widely
ntry’s call he volunteered and served in
erent from what“ was + originally g
gimient, Ind. Vol. His disease wascon-

.

contemplated.

If the majorityof the young. men and

fe)

in

the army.

since is discharge.

He has never been well

His death was peaceful and
1

Jan. 12, 1846, sid

long

"

Cod Liver
Oil and Lime.
gentlemen,

with
the

J. W.
writes to
4 T had
ing your

Dealhs

was a |

three daughters and sons-indaw

F -Smavava.
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Always put’up in pound packages,
WEIGHT.

Sold by Grocers Everyw
WATER

la a certain cure for

and all diseases of the Kidneys.

ANCERS

atten-

leayes

which

secure

may

not

to

shd |

For sale

themselves

be had

great

elsewhere,

G

Estate of any description needs it, as it contains inlished on the 1st and 15th of every month, at $1 per
six
Subscriptions received
year, in advance.

Office, 4 SCOLLAY’S BUILDING, BOSTON, Miss. Ba

EDW'D J. EVANS & 00.

Nurserymensand

Business new,

General

AND.GROWERS

1

Al profits

ALSO,

o

Catalogue and Idmateurs’

Flower and Kitchen

Garden, just published.

CURED, WITHOUT
PAIN, USE OF THE
caustic ‘burning,
Circulars sent free of
Address Drs.
BABCOCK & BON,
-

most

Children

tio upon the the su! subject terms.g
mation
copy. will be mailed
post-paid
to all KY
ing 25 cents, Address as above,

richly
is
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NEW

Ex
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rther parapplication to W.

Cleveland, Ohio ; Boston, Mass. ; or

CO.” Box 1766, Boston.

-'

OWE & STEVENS’ FAMILY DYE ‘COLORS.
-different shades, all in liquid form.

MASS.,

all in powder

It con.

4t50

Thirty

The same shades,

advise the use of the

We

form,

Browns and Drabs, in the powder
Druggists and Dealers.

to the

O%

Box 6,712, P. O.,N. Y,

OUNCE OF GOLD will -be
adulteration found

in “ B,

given for every ounce
T. Babbitt’s

to the factory,

‘orders

Washington St., N, Y.

B.

For

form.

where

sale

Lines,
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spaper._ Advert]
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Pens,
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"AS. Banxys & Co, N.Y.
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Clothes
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SEWING MACHINE.
CITY

WING
and

Braid

0

* Patented. «

the

7

Ladies - are de-

Aug. 60,1867, and does not infringe,
e

4

6
rnd
heN. ¥.hehe 4650
airesSt
om 4 andBroadway,
Ee Tel
of $4, at our risk, if" in

+ 8. upon
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ING

MACHINE 00., 104
|
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WASHIN

Safari to I
forms.

A

J

. -

for circular, Address, The American
Broadway, N.Y, or 16 Dearborn st.

Fell, Tuck
DaRADILITY. Tt will Stitch,
elastic La

and

AAT

nd Ink-retaintng Holder male

Send

A

all
450

ress.

HE _celébrated CHAMPION
is » marvel of SI
MACHINE

A

STIMPSON’'S SCIENTIFIC PEN.

’
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3

Blacks,

“KEPHART, CRIDER & BRO., York, Pa.

sell

to

Wire Co., 162
Chicago,
Hl.

of

Lion

sta

FER DAY SURE
ants
quired in advance,

1

64 to T4
Nos, re,
T.Bamni

#
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wo.

enclos-

B. K. BLISS & SON

a

*
N

‘

MAOH)

M

ts to good
sal
sample work furnished on

SAL INDEX

le
erally.
i

-

| St, Louis, Mo.
5
450
IMPORTAN'
1 An entirely.
new article, just
y
A 4 out, which will be immensely
popular. A chance for making money rarely offered. Enclose stamp for descriptive circular, Address *¢ UNIVER-

Coffe,’
This Coffee is roasted, ground, and sealed
“,
,)? under letters patent from
ernment. - All the * aroma’ is saved, and the coffee predonta 4 vib Hos appearance. Every family should use
THE SECRET OF BEAUTY.
it,
as itis 16 to" 20 per cent. stronger than other pure
o's Enameled Comiploxion Powders.
“Coffee.” One can in “every Bini? vontains & $1
re.
your grocer does
Greenback. For sale
this coffee, and will not get it for you, send your
One | Mot

to

and

for

Send for a sample.

SHUTT

8

RAR)
ticulars and

, York.
+ 100 BrosdwayNew

PETRIE,
; are au

BEST!!

Magazine

tains 132
of closely printed matter, beautifully
SSAYS FOR YOUNG MEN on Errors and Abuse inci.
illustrated
with upwards of One hundred Engravings,.
to Youth and Early Manhood, with the Humane
and a Descriptive List of upwards of 2,500 parieties o E lew deft
of Treatment and Cure. Sent by mail free of charge.
Garden Field and Flower
+ and 150 varieties of «
Address, HOWARD ASSOCIATION, Box P, Philadelphia,
French Hybrid Gladiolus and other Summer ,Flowerin,
Pa.
iq 4
i
Bulbs ; also, a list of the most select varieties of Small
:
ts Bedding Plants, ete, ete., with explicit direc- $2 PER HOUR realized. our Agents...
For. particalars

+I tions for thelr culture, and
Diabetes

Guide

BEST!

AGENTS

SPAR.

would invite attention to the forteenth edition of their
Seed

THE

illustrated

vot
$2,00 TO $5,00
h
every hour’s service,
pleasant and honorable employment without risk.
Desirable for all ladies, ministers, farmers, merchants,
hanics,
soldiers, everybody.
C. W, JACKSON & CO , 58 Beaver Street,New York. [12t50

OF

231 MAIN STREET, SPRINGFIELD

ce

50

.G. WILSON & CO.,

feultutist),

.

FR

and Flower Seeds.

(Late Office of ‘the American

50 cents to $5 per

cost gou nothing.
See Premiums for 1868.
Address, J.
L.
SHOREY, PusLisuer, 13 Washington Street, Boston,
Mass.
4t50

Nos. 41 Park Row and 161 Nassua 8t,, N. Y.
-

light and profitable.

NURSERY, ($1.50 a year.)

purely: mutual, and one of the most vigorous and
rapidly Sowing companies in the United States.
e officers are—
8.8. DAGGETT, Pres’t.
4151
y
A. W. KELLOGG, Sec’y.

IMAORTERS

:
to

evening is easily earned by persons of cither sex, and
the boys and girls earni nearly as much as men. Great
inducements are offered those who will devote their
whole time to the business, and, that every person
who sees this notice may send me their address, and
test ihe business for- themselves, I make the following
unparalleled offer : To all who are not well satisfi
with the business, I will send $1to pay for the trouble
of writing me.
Full particulars, directions, &c,, sent free.
Sample
sent by mail for 10- cents.
“Address, E. C. ALLEN,
Augusta, Maine,
“450

divided to policy holders in proportion to their contri-| bution to surplus, and all policies are non-forfeitable,—~
-| The Company had, Jan. 1st, 1868, 21,000 members, and
over $3,000,000 assets ; was organized in 18458; is

‘Garden; Field

prepared

furnish you with gonstant employment at your homes
—thd whole of your time or in your spare moments.—

in’

.

higher,

+ =.

ies, Ladies ind everybody, I am now

"U
dividends

Seedsmen,

2.7.5

§ Ame

This Company issues Life, Endowment, and Ten
Yedir Endowment Policies ;—rates lower than many

and

4

YORK;"- - - PENNSYLVANIA.
ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPRIVE FRUIT & SEED CATALOGUES mailed to any address on receipt of stamp.[4t

| Agents, to whoifr parties desiring insuranée in the
Company, or Agencies in either of the above “States,
may aphly for information, terms, rates, and author-

other companies,

‘Specimen copies, poggpaid; upon receipt of

months.

5 cents. The only one of the kind, and the most useful business paper inthe country.
i
;

States of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and Mdssachusetts, at 114 Washington street, Boston, and ap-

ity toact,

;

“formation to be obtained from no other source. Pub

NORTH-

& CO.,

S

devoted exclusively to Real Estate interests.—
Every farmer, buyer, seller, and owner of Real

WESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO., of

Messrs, H. G. WILSON.

RAY’

‘REAL FSTATE JOURNAL - .

Wisconsin, have established a~fFeneral Agency for the

pointed

®

tions for their cultivation and treatment, and a colored
plate. Mailed free to all applicants on the receipt of
os
25 cts. Address,
4t50] HOVEY & Co.,53 North Market Street, Boston.

advantages,

the

ec

practical

ble Seeds, accompanied with complete

Ohoice Garden and Flower Seeds.

Is Acknowledged the Best in Use,

ONSTITUTION

OVEY & C0.’8 Illustrated Guide to the Flower
for 1868, is now, ready.—
H and Vegetable Garden,
Containing 142 Pages of small type; illustrated with
ular
80 new prs beautiful engravings of the most
and showy flowers and novelties, with full descrip
Vegetaand
Flower
of
Varieties
2500
nearly
tions of

great North-west and Central North America in one
such union

4ts0

©

Boston, Mass.

[8t51

of the most important investments of the age, and

& CO., Horticultural Hall,

Rortpal "WASHBURN

b

Pyle’s Saleratus

|.

Tastefully bound in cloth, 3 colored plates, price,
25 cts.
st-paid, 50 cts.; in paper covers, post-paid,

JOR THE PURPOSE of giving citizens of New
England opportunity to unite with those of the

Proprietor,

e

from 'his con-

dance; more than the houge could hold.

Boston,

FULL

om ‘Miss D. W. Miller, Winchester, Randolph Co., Ind.

Flower and
« T have received your GUIDE for the
for which you have my sincere
Kitehen Garden;
thanks. - Tt is very valuable for all who wish to cultivate flowers and vegetables. But praise from me 1s
needless : it must recommend itself to ay one.”
From Mr. B. F. Stantey, Gr cenvile 8. C.y March 17,1867.
AMATEUR GUIDE. Itis indeed
¢ Thanks for your
3
pleasant, useful and instructive.”

trial, and given away to families who are needy and deserv-

.

Best arranged, useful,
ve seen, for amateurs

i Yt is without exception the
and instructive work I
especial] "id

Notwithstanding reports to the contrary, the

_ MONEY TO-LOAN.

Yonkers,N. ¥., March?,67.

From T. Hill, Oakland Cottage,

others, as thousands of patrons will
fy.
od
Aa~AGENTS WANTED.—Machines sent to Agents on

|

|
v

studied your AMATEUR’S GUIDE. Ihave esteemed it ~ .highly. ~ Its pages are full of valuable information, reliable, plain and practical, and attractively conveyed ;
v
just what every new beginner wants.”

:

Address J. C. OTTIS & CO., Boston, Mass.

:

bit y

be otEJ Presgeriwid, Fast Sanboriton, on, Betknap Belknap Co, Co,NH. N.H
the Mrs.
iFrom
« It is with great satisfaction and pleasure I have

to excel. ALL

ing.

\

much ; it

¢« Your GUIDE came safe, and pleases me

HY will people pay $50 or $100 for a sewing Machine,
when $25 will buy a better one for all PRACTICAL

rented

on

:
and can be multiplied by hundreds :
From Mr. John Masters, Waukegan, Ill.}

substribers beg to inform their numerous friends that the
¢ FRANKLIN’? and ** MEDALLION” Machines'can be had
in any quantity.
This Machine has a double thread, complete with Table, constructed upon entirely new principles,
and DOES NOT infringe upon any other in the world. It,
is em;
cally the poor man’s Sewing Machine, and is war-

hdworl

~~

and really practical cheap machine manufactured.

Economy is Wealth,”--Franklin.

purposes?

1000 for any

8, fully ilusDESCRIPTIVE WORK of 140
and 100 en-trated with a beautiful colored plate
vings, Containing alist of .over-2,500 varieties of
varieties of
150
also,
;
Seeds
Flower and Vegetable
the choicest French Hybrid Gladiolus. All the Nov1868; will
for
the Flower and Vegetable,
elties, both of
:
be found described in the above work.
by us,
d
unsolicite
The following testimponials are

| ers, Hartford, Ct.

Y

Be

A

AGENTS WANTED—FoR DR. WILLIAM
] Bk
SMITH’S DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE.—
70 of the most distinguished Divine in Euby
Written
rope and ~America. Illustrated with over ‘125 Steel
and Wood Engravings. Ir one large octavo volume.
Price, $3,50.
only edition published in America
condensed by Dr. Smith’s own hand. We employ mo
| General Agents. and offer .extra inducements to
E “| Agentsdealing with us. Send for descriptive circulars, and see our terms. ‘J. B. BURR &
CO, Pulish.
:

a

TO THE KITCHEN
READY.®x:
NOW

[4t51

1]

ig

ator's Guide
Amateur Csultiv
AND FLOWER GARDEN.

HORNOR, Esq., of Parkersburg, West Va.,
Dr. Anders, July 3, 1866, as follows :
37 Running Ulcers when I commenced takIodine Water, and am now entirely cured of

'

i

par'AUTION.—Do not be impoged upon by other
« under
off worthless cast-iron 1
genuonly
the
is
Ours
otherwise.
or
same name

i:

Dr. Anders’ Iodine Water
is a pure solution of Iodine, without a solvent, the
most powerful Vitalizing Agent and Restorative
DINSMORE, Proprieknown, Circulars free. J.P.
sts.
tor, 36 Dey Street, New York. Sold by all D

i

itt

ton, Mass.

and

i

tuck

"Address, SECOMB & CO., Pittsburgh, Pa., or Bos-

FAMILY

NO

to.

resorted

oh

;

"embroider in a most superior

Or a
month and expenses,

tested

house,

my

here, mal
GENU.
E

twice that amount can be made.

all this time 1 was gradually

in

bly

or five years !

© 8150

BALSAM

month,
ev
introduce the

machine that will sew a . stronger,
>
m more
Dbeauti
or more elastic seam than ours. It makes
Lock Stitch.” Every second stitch can
the al,
with:
be cutyand still the cloth cannot be pulled apart
$200 ne
out tearing it. We pay agents from $75 to
which
from

A POSITIVE CURE FOR SCROFULA

Also, Agent for Medicines Manufactured by br.J
W. POLAND, Viz.: Cedar Plaster, Diarrhea Elixe

nection with the church until his death, He remarked in his sickrgss thathe was willing
to bear
his pain. His mind was radiant with light and
lory. He said that he saw Jesus ready to receive
fim and spake many other encouraging words.

‘At his funeral obsequies there

A

braid,

SHOULD BE WITHOUT IT |”
g
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SON, 18 Tremont
generally:
Druggists
St., Boston, and for sale by

others.
.

All
;

Indian Pile Remedy, Cathartic Pills, &c.

Baptist denomina-

Star

75 to
$200
” Ris Fo

IMPROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY

*d

ah

it is immediately

cold,

- Box 5111, Boston, Mass.

be rememberedby his brethren and sisters in the
Bro. V. was a praying, living and active
Lord.
Christian always ready to confess Jesus, He was

to the F. W.

+ BIRD,

C. H. POLAND,

church of the above place and name, where he remained a faithful member until death. His coun
gel to his church and his Christian example in

5.

;

#50

ty

ANTED-AGENTS—

made here
i
Phos

J

(Sent by mail on receipt of 35 cents.)

was baptized Feb, 22d following, by Rev, Willinm
Ferguson and soon joined the
F. W. Baptist

a widow,

=

;

whenever any member of my family has a cough or

Treatise. on the
ates, sent free

top of the bottle.
the
are imitations.’

His disease was the brite.

tion, has taken the Morning

:

:

A

”

have ever since kept the

See that éach bottle has
rivate Revenue Stamp over

“Br PENNEY:

much “attached

tous

running down, losing flesh and strength, until m
‘friends as well as myself became very much hg
thinking I should waste away in CONSUMPTION.—
While in Boston; during the spring following, I was
ISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY.
induced to try
s trial I was sensible that it'was elieving
After one
me ; in ten day’s time Ny ¢ough had entirely cea
to health and strength. I
and I was soon resto

manufacture

ners, or had some connection

Jeane Vixun died at his residence in Port Al-

bearing its burdens and words of clieer will

thousand

In all its manifold forms.

in order-to

iner, of Haverhill, Mass., assisted by Rev. George
was
Campbell, of Indiana. The cattendance

religion

a great:

enced no relief, During

e and- last longer
bottles of any other

induce the t
rchase their

future seemed awaiting him, but a brighter life is
A very. large circle of
No doubt his in heaven.
Kumeral ser1 atives and friends feel their loss.
vices at Clifton, Dee. 17, by the Rev. Jason Mar-

experieneed

:

:

:

of several

this remedy, seldom have.occasion to resort’ to other
appliances to insure a perfect restoration to health.
. FROM HON. W: H. JONES, of West Dover, Vt.
hood with
“1 have been troubled from
Some years
chronic or hereditary lung complaint,
since, early in the winter, I took cold, which as usual
to incontinued
which
cough,
severe
a
into
settled
crease as the season advanced, although I made use of
“all the cough remedies I had knowledge of. My family physician also prescribed for me, but I experi-

)

.
three

to

spect and esteem of all with whom he assciated
he will be rememberéd by the many
hearts that
loved him. Had he been spared to earth a bright

Bro. V.

cireula-

Sumber ts
‘ear,
ig that you have, by long’
,in a great measure overcome the many
tiesin manufacturing
a fertilizer of uniform
i
Be the analyses of this
year, with those on previous 4ears, a great improve:
Suality ; and I consider
ur
product of this year as ful y equal, if not supeSur
that of any previousy
Your Super-Phosphate is entitled to the confidence
Respectfully,
of the
cultural communi i.
State Assayer of Mass.
.DANA HAYES;

or the Hair, under

among us a little while ago, so full of vigor and
animation; and we can
hardly
realize
that the
once manly form is but dust.
Possessing the re-

large.

several

Serofula.”

could be desired. © We think of him as he moved

legany, Pa., March 6.

20° State:St., Bos.

)

phate last

affec-

HANNAL TENNEY, widow of Amos Tenney, been, therefdre he ought not to complain, for he
soms that flogt over the hideous: life of died
at Plano, Il, March 6, aged 66
years
40 knew that God would do all things well, and all
cities, like the boquets cut for the beauty of months:
and “18 days. ° She \ with “her
husband would be for the best. Fully conscious te the
the night and thrown away the next morn-" |_and family emigrated to Illinois
from Hill, N. H., | last momenthe gave one of the brightest evidences of the value of faith”
in the
Saviour that
in 1837. She has been a rare example of earnes
ing.
Galaxy.
womanhood ta the end of a long

’

by the many analyses
fully substantiated
3 in the last six
he,
of Son 5

rnishes the
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bespake what his future might have been. Those
who knew him best loved’him most.
And it is
|. but natural for us to mourn the loss of one so
universally beloved.
Our hearts bleed, but God
can heal all our sorrows, and we can, with Job
Particular Notice! Persons wishing obitua- say,‘ That which we greatly feared has come upon
ries published in the Morning Star, who do not us.” Farewell, darling boy. Se deeply feel our
patronize it, must accompany them with cash loss, but the grace of God is sufficient for us. We
bow in submission to his will. And withone,
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HARRIET A., wife of Alonzo Hatch and daughR. P. Hall & Co., Pro p's, Nashua, NH.
they. touch for an instant the ground, only “Wi. How died in North Monroe,Feb.22,aged 57 ter of Bro. Stephen Snow, of Milo, died at LaF years and 9 months.
He had exhibited a life of gran e, Me.,
Feb. 11, aged 55. years, Sister
to undulaté-and whirl again with the music moral tone, yet in his last hours he expressed
Tate
experienced religion when. quite young
that plays like a wanton wind among the deep regret that he had neglected to confess Christ and’'maintained
her Christian fidelity - till calle
earnestly for pardon, to her rest. Her Christian sympathy manifested
flowers,
What a chance. for a morglist! pub icly. He besought God
scame
tranquil
in
mind
and
Fielded
up
his
spirit
What a text to provoke the exe
of his
POLAND'S
in her visits to the sick and bereaved, and in proin peace.
:
. D. CLEMENTS.
viding for the wants of the nee
ared her
professional kill!
to many hearts, and very niany,
es a large’
ELIPHALET DORE died in Milton, N. H.. Feb.
Ah, my dear sir, Paris is a very good
up- circle of relatives, deeply mourn their loss. Futheme for yeu, ‘and while these flowers 10, ged years. He was converted to
neral
services
by
the
writer.
THOMAS
KINNEY.
of orey Yours since, and joined the F. W.
bloom and are snimtched, you can read us wards
Baptist chure
Acton.
For several years past,
AUGUSTA E., daughter-of Henry and Hannah.
|
very touching” and\yery solemn sermons; he has been in feeble health, and has at times
ny
Morgan, died in Lewiston, Me., (where she had
This is the best article
but the plague-spot of our century remains, subject to sore trials and semptations. In his been at work) Feb, 20th, aged 27 years, 6 months’
et put before the public
or all kinds of, Sores
and the flowers are wilted: because all our happier days he has bornea public testimony and and 30 days, She was a member of the F. W.
civilizations have made work and its dis- has been actively engaged in the cause of God. Baptist chuic h, at Lexington, Me., her former |.
Skin, as SALT
last sickness was borne
with Christjan pa- place of residence. She was a kind -and sympafigurements the only (and that got always His
OLD SORES, - BROKEN
tience and reésignatien. He legves a companjon, thetic daughter and friend. She has left father,
within the reach of these poor victims) ref- sthree .childrén and a large eine of friends to mother, brothers and sister to mourn their loss.
uge against a life of folly and infamy. mourn, but they mourn not as thdse that have no Her remains were carried to her’friends for inPOISONINGS, &c., &¢.
”
;
;
COM.
'| terment.
Gav
KFully uphalding Dr.
Drive from your
. heart, even in Paris, all hope.
MArTHA P., wife of Alexander Sutherland, Poland’s reputation as an originator of valuable rem
censure and contempt for these frail womer,
MARIA, wife of Rev.James Fernald
died in Lexington, Me., Jan. 81, aged T7 years.
who, driven by want, urged by the thirst Me., Feb. 7, aged 67 years and 7 months..
wt
:
;
She experienced religion, was baptized and unifor luxury which séems to be in the blood, the morning of hfe to its clos¢, she was a spirit- ted
with the F. Baptist church in 1836, and reGreat
Panacea
ual and progressive Christian.
She lived to see
or driven by heart-hunger from “brutal the
mained a worthy member until death.
She was.
triumph 6f the antisslavery reform for which
hands, feed on kidses impure and false, she prayed and labored. In thé war for free- patient and happy in lier sickness and death. She For Burns, Scalds, Frost Bitten Parts, Chapped Lips.
and Hands, Cracks in the Feet, (with which
as left a husband, children and many friends to
They have but women-hearts-—those light, dont she 'todk a lively interest, giving two of her
ple are troubled,) Styes upon
S. SAVAGE.
careless, wind-tossed butterflies—not made sons to the countr’¥Y Conversing with a mother, mourn their loss. ~
yelids, and in fact for.eve- she
asked
her
if
she
had
sent
any
of
her
sons
to.
rything to which a Salve
" for work or cloisters, but made to feed on
BENJ. W., only son .of Rev. Benj, and Olive
the war,
On receiving a negative answer, she
the. flower of life or to die. + As for passion replied, “ You don’t know what a blessing you H. Penney, died in Clifton, Me., Dec. 14, of con=PRICE, 25 CENTS.
or strength—that is of love or virtue—they have lost.” Her work was all done, and ready sumption, after a sickness of seven months, aged
Manufactured under the supervision of the’
22 years, 8 months and 26 days. He was confined
have no place here; they ‘are seldom or at the summons of death, she had nothing to do to the house five weeks, to his room three weeks,
Originator,
Dr. J. W.
Poland,
never seen here.
If you are a max of but pass the mortal veil'and be with Christ. Fu- and to his bed four days. He declined as the day
services in the Free Baptist church,-conAnd for sale by all Wholesale and Retail Driggists,
fades, peacefully, without a pain or ache. No
heart, you will feel pity for these weak be- neral
and at Country Stores.
ducted by Rev. E. True, pastor.
Discourse by
murniur escaped his lips. He: ofttimes said his
ings, and you will withhold harsh words. Rev.
GoopwiIN ‘& Co. and RUST, BROTHERS &
D.
M. Graham.
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was more deeply . bereaved we can say,
. coquetry, the pallor of her beautiful face. - Brevity i3 specially important. - Not more than a- who
“The Lord gave and the Lord hath taken away
But stop ; look at the dance.
See that girl, single square can well be afforded to any single
and blessed be the name of the Lord.”
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‘dressed like a Bohemian, caught in the arms obituary. Verses are inadmissible.
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For the cure of Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Influenza, Croup, Whooping Cough, Bronchitis, Predisposition to Consumption, &c., &e.
This gréatremedy is too well known and is performicg too much good to make it necessary to go into an
elaborate discussion of'its merits. - Suffice to say that
it still maintains its supremacy in curing diseases of
the -most_obstinate character, and that all who'
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of the near approach of his long desired home..
He made arrangements for his funeral and selected the text months before his death. When
about 18 years of age he professed faith in Christ
and was buried in baptism by Rev. Jere. Clough
and united with the F. Baptist church in’ Can-terbury,
his native town, of whith church he was
a member when he left for the church above. His
father and mother and seven brothers and sisters, |
all of whom had been baptized by. Bro. Clough
—a family most remarkable for all noble and
Christian qualities—were already on the safer
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MARSTIN M. TALLANT died at his residence in’
ajesty is painfully prompt. At the exact , East
Concord, N. H.. Feb. 24, aged 44 years: and
moment she comes out of her royal closet 8 months. Bro. T. was by nature one of the
and takes her stand on the lower step of the most dthiable of men; generous; obliging, and all
throne. On the signal being
given, hér those amiable qualities had been greatly improvby grace and cultivation. Though firm and
Majesty's Ministers, with the Foon -Am- ed
outspoken in his opinions, civil and religious,
bassadors, enter from the private door, file such was his sincerity and so kind was his mansingly
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reat Audipnce Room that opens into the meetings of the church. She experienced many
othér with earnest passion. The coachman
severe trials Shrough life, but maintained her hope
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in Jesus to the end.
, She rests from her labors
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windows,
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J
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of a_sine month summer with glowing sym- ‘hundred feet. Running the whole length is | NANCY GINN died in Vinalhaven, Me., Feb.
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death she was struck down by a paralytic stroke
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